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Introduction

Why study the relationship between legal education and legal practice?

"Some sense of existential crisis has never been far away from thinking about...English...legal education."¹

"[T]here is something timeless about the tension in legal education between the speculative approach and the practical."²

This sense of crisis and tension is reflected in the number of investigations there have been into the subject of legal education. This 'official' work has been complemented by academic discussions the internal work of regulators and representative groups, debates within the legal profession, and the work of consumer groups.

Setting standards from the Legal Education and Training Review (LETR) - published in 2013³ - was the latest report on the nature, scope, and issues facing legal education in England and Wales. These reports have reflected the challenges and concerns of their times, and have raised a number of important questions concerning legal education, including its relationship with legal practice and the needs of the legal profession.

Recent developments in higher education- the emphasis on employability and skills, the introduction of student fees, the challenge from distance and online learning providers- have also had their effect as part of the context of legal education. Taken together these developments have shaped, and will continue to shape, the form and content of legal education.⁴

² John Baker, Legal education in London 1250-1850 (Selden Society, 2007) 44
In reviewing the history of legal education, this thesis will update the work done in the 1971 Ormrod Report\textsuperscript{5}, looking at developments from then up to and including the 2013 Legal Education and Training Review.

The thesis has a particular focus on the education of solicitors and barristers, and a concern with the detail of the law degree, as it is the focus of many of the discussions and associated tensions around the relationship between legal education and legal practice.

**Aims and objectives**
The aim of the thesis is to critically evaluate the relationship between legal education and legal practice, with a particular focus on the education of solicitors and barristers and the role of the law degree.

The objectives of the thesis are to:

- provide an outline of the development of legal education, providing a context for the issues under discussion; this historical overview is based on the academic literature and a reading of key legal education reform documents
- identify key themes and ideas in the development of academic legal education, through an analysis of the literature referred to in the history
- critically evaluate these ideas and themes in terms of what they reveal about the legal education-legal practice relationship and how they inform current debates
- identify areas for future research

---

\textsuperscript{5} Committee on Legal Education, *Report of the Committee on Legal Education* (Cmnd 4595, 1971) (Ormrod Report)
Methodology

Approach
This is a literature based thesis, drawing on the works of academics, commentators, and practitioners in the fields of legal history, legal education, and legal services.

The thesis takes as its starting point the current context of legal education and legal practice. To establish this context an extensive literature review was carried out. Issues around the delivery of legal services, regulation of those services, education for the providers of legal services, and public attitudes towards both legal education and legal practice were the main topics in this review.

From this initial literature review important themes and approaches to the issue of legal education and its relationship with legal practice were identified. Key reports and leading academic commentators were also highlighted.

Using the insights gained from this reading, a brief analysis of the current situation was created. Following from this a broad outline history of legal education was put together. This outline history provided the deeper context for the current issues identified in the initial literature review. It also helped in identifying some of the key themes and issues that became important in the later analysis.

When using documents in constructing a history there is the danger of taking particular groups' accounts as reflective of the wider situation, or uncritically accepting the claims of ideologies. To guard against this academic literature representing a range of perspectives and the use of documents from a variety of actors have been used.

Whilst these safeguards have been taken, the history presented in this thesis is much more linear and smooth than the events it summarises. The thesis does not go into detail on the discussions, debates, and disagreements; rather it uses key moments and decisions to highlight ideas and practices which were important in the development of legal education, the law degree, and the reflection of practice in education.
Content analysis
As well as providing the important information required for the current context and the broader historical outline, selected reports on legal education and academic discussions of those reports and other aspects of legal education formed the material for a form of content analysis.

Content analysis is an approach in which a close reading of important texts is used to identify important ideas and practices. In this case the texts were the major legal education reports and a selection of the academic literature on legal education.

In the initial reading important ideas, approaches, and historical practices were identified. At this stage the categorising of ideas was very fluid and open. As the number of texts read increased and the connections between these open categories increased it became possible to organise a more structured set of themes.

Therefore as the structure developed the number of categories was reduced as they were organised into higher level themes. For example, the theme of control emerged from a number of categories relating to the role of organisations, the role of individuals, the relationship between the state and these organisations and individuals, and the overall influence exercised by those involved in legal education.

This form of content analysis uses texts to identify important themes in the relationship between legal education and legal practice. It does not seek to relate the language used in these discussions to wider sociolinguistic currents, social psychological insight, or to other linguistic aspects of the law and education. To that end the process of creating the themes related purely to ideas and positions regarding the relationship between legal education and legal practice. For example in discussing the theme of control what is important is how what is said reflects differing conceptions of how legal education should be controlled.

Models
We can frame many of the discussions around legal education and legal practice in terms of the organisation of lawyers and education and their relationship with the state, and the wider political context within which those relationships are located. The socio-political context of neoliberalism and the ideal of professionalism are helpful in this framing.
Neoliberalism
The current form of the law degree is a result of developments in higher education and the legal profession in the 1960s and 1970s. Recent developments of this settlement of legal education have their roots partly in changes in the relationship between the state and legal professions. These have found expression in shifts in the claims of the state and the professions in regard to education and practice, which are contested in terms of professional claims to autonomy- including in the setting of educational standards- and in the state’s claims to a role in regulating the provision of services, which leads to claims of regulation over the work of professions. These changes can be linked to the set of ideas and practices labelled neoliberalism.

Neoliberal approaches to services- including legal services- place competition, efficiency, and consumer interest at the heart of policy. They are rooted in the idea that a free and competitive market represents the best way of providing services.⁶

Neoliberalism also redefines the role of the state with respect to services⁷. The state has at times been a laissez- faire benevolent watchman, at times an interventionist provider. Under neoliberalism the state has increasingly withdrawn from being a provider of services to being an enabler / arbitrator, mediating between service providers and users.⁸ To foster free and competitive markets the state creates regulatory systems as part of its role in enabling the operation of service markets.

The creation of a market approach, with associated consumer and service orientations amongst participants in markets, is a key element in neoliberalism.⁹ This has seen the state move from its hands off approach to legal services, which allowed legal professionals a great deal of latitude in regulating themselves, to a greater involvement of the state- for example via the creation of oversight regulators such as

---

⁷ Webb ‘Regulating lawyers’ n1 535
⁸ Faulconbridge and Muzio ‘Professions’ n6 145
⁹ Faulconbridge and Muzio ‘Professions’ n6 148; Webb ‘Regulating lawyers’ n1 533
the Legal Services Board (LSB) and bodies such as the Legal Services Consumer Panel (LSCP).\textsuperscript{10}

As a consequence of the stress on consumer and market approaches, neoliberalism has shifted the idea of legal services from being an area in which those turning to lawyers are clients to one where they are customers receiving services\textsuperscript{11}. The prime interest of these customers is held to be efficiency and price.

This position leads to the argument that increased competition and openness are the key to delivering the desired cost-effective and efficient services. This has meant increased competition within the legal profession such as that between various forms of advocate, but also competition from outside the profession, for example through the opening up of legal services provision to non-lawyer owned and led business forms.

These pressures have also found expression in higher education. Just as users of legal services are conceptualised as consumers, so are students. As we will discuss later, the introduction of fees in England has led to a potential strengthening of this view, with students looking for value and return on investment in the way they would for other forms of service.

In essence neoliberalism replaces public oriented values in law and education with private/individual oriented ones. Education becomes a private good purchased with a view to its future economic usefulness to the individual. The work of lawyers are seen as services, designed and assessed with economy and efficiency in mind.

The return of education in terms of its contribution to the wider public realm and the value of legal services as part of the wider rule of law receive acknowledgement in words but are rendered secondary in practice. This has had its effect both on the nature of legal education and legal practice, as we will see.

**Professionalism**

In redefining the roles of the state and providers, neoliberalism has called into question the role of professions and professional bodies.


\textsuperscript{11} Webb 'Regulating lawyers' n1 539
Professionalism is itself a contested concept, with a range of interpretations; we can identify two broad approaches to the idea of professions and professionalism, one focusing on public interest claims and one on private interests. From a public interest perspective, professionalism exists to maintain and promote standards—such as of education, whilst from the private interest approach they exist to create and defend monopolies of practice.

From a more neutral perspective, professionalism can be seen as the outcome of a set of processes whereby a group establishes control over an area of work, sets entry and practice boundaries around that work, and responds to challenges to its control and the emergence of potential and actual competitors. These processes lead to a 'negotiated settlement' or a series of settlements across varied work spaces, within which the emergent profession regulates the activities of its members.

Thus claims to control over a specific form of work—a 'jurisdiction'—and the ability to self-regulate are important elements of a profession. Within that jurisdiction, these claims are based in part on an extensive process of 'systematic and scholarly' training.

Control over the entry of people into the profession is affected via control over standards and content in education and training. It has been argued that the law degree is evidence of a loss of control in this area, from practitioners to academia.

---

13 Faulconbridge and Muzio ‘Professions’ n6 137
15 Faulconbridge and Muzio ‘Symposium’ n12 1341; Muzio, Brock, and Suddaby n14 705 & 710
17 David Sciulli, "Continental sociology of professions today: conceptual contributions" (2005) 54 Current Sociology 915, 920-921
Whilst it does represent some loss of control, the professions have maintained an influence over the law degree; and the number of students with such a degree has now shifted the locus of control over entry to the vocational stage, particularly the training contract for solicitors.

The construction of a complex and sophisticated knowledge base, with associated control over the broad content and aims of education, are a key element in professional formation.\textsuperscript{20} It may be that the assumption of a single knowledge base for all lawyers no longer holds, both in terms of what the base consists of and whether all practitioners use it.\textsuperscript{21}

The claims of professionalism within legal services have come under pressure from shifts in business structures within law firms and the associated processes of financialisation, commercialisation, and managerialism.\textsuperscript{22}

As a result of these pressures the ability of professions to maintain their control over elements of ‘guild power’\textsuperscript{23}- such as over the forms their professional bodies take, the forms of organisation in which their work takes place, and the balance of power between professionals and the state - is in decline.\textsuperscript{24} This is part of the long-term process whereby the state and professions have negotiated- and fought over- the power to control access to areas of work and forms of business.\textsuperscript{25}

Historically solicitors and barristers have regulated themselves, albeit through powers derived from statute.\textsuperscript{26} Removing regulation from professionals by the gradual weakening of self-regulation is the latest stage in this process, and reflects a

\textsuperscript{20} Richard Abel, "The rise of professionalism" (1979) 6 British Journal of Law and Society 82, 186; Andrew Abbott, "The order of professionalization: an empirical analysis" (1991) 18 Work and occupations 355, 357; Richard Abel, "The politics of professionalism: the transformation of English lawyers at the end of the twentieth century" (1999) 2 Legal Ethics 131, 135; Andrew Francis \textit{At the edge of law: emergent and divergent models of legal professionalism} (Ashgate, 2011) 17-18
\textsuperscript{21} Francis \textit{At the edge of law} n20 158
\textsuperscript{22} Elliott Krause, \textit{Death of the guilds: professions, states, and the advance of capitalism, 1930 to the present} (Yale University Press, 1999) 281; Julia Evetts, "Professionalism: value and ideology" (2013)
\textsuperscript{23} Krause n22 3
\textsuperscript{24} Krause n22 283
\textsuperscript{26} Jane Creaton, “Modernizing the courts and the legal profession” (2003) 9 Contemporary Politics 115, 116 and 119
declining deference to those professionals and a desire to subject them to the same type of scrutiny as other occupational groups might be.27

As legal practice changes and the scope of legal work shifts so professionalism may become a smaller, marginal element in large law firms, or reconfigured to meet the demands of such firms.28

The approach of lawyers may change from assuming the value of professional groups to positively claiming the value of professionalism to firms, users of legal services, and the legal system as a whole - that value being expressed in terms of independence, quality, and ethics.

Whilst professionalism is under challenge, it still provides a useful framework for discussing the development of legal education, in particular the role of education and the emergence of the law degree and some of the differences in approach between solicitors and barristers.

---

27 Flood 'Will there be fallout after Clementi?' n25 541
The current context of legal education and legal practice

Education: nature, participants, current issues
The legal education system- its schools, their teachers, and students- is shaped by social, economic, and political forces, and in turn legal education has an effect in these areas. Which groups have an interest in legal education, what are those interests, and what influence do they have on the system of legal education?

The legal profession has a major stake in legal education. It depends on the system to provide it with skilled and knowledgeable practitioners. The profession has an interest in the content of legal education, naturally, but is also interested in issues such as access to legal education, assessment and competency measures, and the contribution of legal scholarship to the law as a whole. There are various forms of legal practice, each of which will see these interests in different ways; and there are increasing differences between sectors, individuals, and organisations.

Until recently the interests of the legal profession in legal education at the undergraduate level were represented by the involvement of solicitor and barrister members of the Joint Academic Stage Board (JASB). The JASB has set the standards for qualifying law degrees, and as such has great influence on the content of law degrees. There is still academic representation, despite the dissolution of the JASB, within the regulator's education and training systems.

The state has an interest in legal education, as part of its broader role in educational policy and management of the legal system. Academic freedom and the independence of the legal profession has meant that government has not set standards or content, but it has great influence through setting policy in areas such as access to higher education, financial support, and attitudes to the professions.

Looking ahead to the theme of control, the ideals of academic freedom and the independence of the legal profession may be more restricted than theory and ideal suggest. Both are currently affected by the drive to respond to consumerist approaches and the wider loss of autonomy attendant on such pressures.

30 For a wider discussion see Fiona Cownie (ed), Stakeholders in the law school (Oxford, Hart 2010)
Students (and their families) have an interest in the legal education system. Does it provide the right skills and knowledge? How easy is it for them to get a legal education? What value does a legal education have, both in terms of its application to legal practice and in providing wider opportunities? With the development of a market approach to education and increased fees for students, these groups represent an element of the consumerism mentioned above.

Legal academics have a range of interests. Some are functional and relate to higher education generally—pay, conditions, academic freedom, etc.; others relate more specifically to legal education—questions such as what say do academics have in content and curriculum design, what is the relationship between the legal academy and the legal profession, etc.

Finally there are those who use the legal system, represented by consumer interest groups both general and specific to law. Their interests can be seen in such questions as: Can those who use legal services rely on the products of legal education? What sort of lawyers do people want? Do they need all lawyers to be graduates, or are apprenticeship routes just as good for what they need? How is 'just as good' defined?

In the current system the LSCP represents the interests of users of legal services, and contributes reports on a range of issues, including legal education.31

Higher education, in which the academic stage of solicitor and barrister education takes place, is undergoing a great deal of change. The changes are to the quality assessment regime, changes in the profile of those 'using' higher education, and changes in the expectations placed on higher education. In a general sense these changes can be seen to represent the application of a consumer oriented and vocational approach, in which students' outlooks have a major role in planning32 and higher education is assessed on its contribution to the wider economy.33

31 http://www.legalservicesconsumerpanel.org.uk/index.html
32 W Wesley Pue, "Legal education's mission" (2008) 42 The law Teacher 270, 280
33 Anthony Bradney, “English university law schools, the age of austerity and human flourishing” (2011) 18 International Journal of the Legal Profession 59, 61; Jane Kelsey 'Privatising the universities' in Anthony Bradney and Fiona Cownie (eds), Transformative visions of legal education (Blackwell, 1998) 59
Higher education has seen the number of students rise whilst at the same time the funding from government has fallen, replaced by student fees. Accompanying this has been a greater emphasis on 'employability,' with numbers of students in graduate employment being a key factor in assessment of institutional success and placement on league tables. These changes underlie a more 'consumerist' approach on the part of both students and higher education institutions, seen by some as a threat to the true mission of higher education.\(^{34}\)

The theme of control can be seen in the development of the audit regime in higher education. Audit bodies, such as the Quality Assessment Authority\(^ {35} \), have been set up to assess higher education institutions' performance. Information on performance is provided to prospective students through league tables and data on areas such as graduate employment and student satisfaction, recently gathered together in the Key Information Set of each institution.\(^ {36} \)

**Education: approaches**

The changing context of higher education is critical in understanding how legal education at the academic stage has shifted in emphasis.

A largely vocational approach sets the context for current higher education and thus for the academic element of legal education and for law departments in universities. The Dearing report forms the basis for this approach in recent times\(^ {37} \), building as it did on a number of changes to higher education practice in the preceding years. Whilst this report acknowledged the value of education for personal development, it clearly stated that higher education's role was to support the economy. Curriculum design, course planning, assessment, lesson content-all would be shaped by the needs of employers, as expressed through bodies such as sector skills councils (SSCs)\(^ {38} \), employer groups, and professional associations.


\(^{35}\) See [http://www.qaa.ac.uk](http://www.qaa.ac.uk)

\(^{36}\) See [https://unistats.direct.gov.uk/find-out-more/key-information-set](https://unistats.direct.gov.uk/find-out-more/key-information-set)


\(^{38}\) The Sector Skills Council for legal services is Skills for Justice [http://www.sfjuk.com/](http://www.sfjuk.com/)
This means that it is expected that graduates will have certain generic skills as well as sector specific experience and competencies, which make them suitable for particular roles and jobs. Whilst in the course of their time at university people may develop useful personal characteristics and attain personal goals- seen as being desirable aims in themselves- the core objective of HE is to enable students to gain the skills and attitudes which will enable them to be effective workers, and by implication the work of universities is to support this process.39

The increased emphasis on graduate employability, and the more general idea that the academy should serve the economy40, has meant that all disciplines have had to respond to the challenge of developing teaching and learning experiences which meet these demands.

There is concern that the work of bodies such as the QAA and Higher Education Academy, with emphasis on competencies and outputs, can distort education41. League tables and National Student Survey results are seen as having the potential of leading to forms of teaching and assessment which satisfy neither the needs of the professions nor the demands of a liberal education.

As discussed earlier, these developments have been connected with a neo-liberal approach to education within government, which sees education as being a transaction and students as the consumers in that transaction42. Here education is seen not as a public good supported by state funding, but as a commoditised private good purchased by consumer-students.43

41 Varnava and Burriddle n34 5
43 Margaret Thornton n6, 268; Margaret Thornton, “Gothic horror in the legal academy” (2005) 14 Social and Legal Studies 267, 268; Hilary Sommerlad, "The commercialisation of law and the enterprising legal practitioner: continuity and change" (2011) 18 International Journal of the Legal Profession 73, 75
In terms of academic law this has meant a development of more clinical modules and a loss of critical and reflective elements, save those relating to employment.\(^{44}\) Again the theme of control is important here; in this case the control exercised through government policy and to some extent the influence of elements of the profession in terms of the related theme of the content of the law degree.

In contrast to the consumerist / vocational approach there is the tradition of liberal education. In this ideal, knowledge is pursued for its own sake\(^{45}\) and education is a process of personal development aimed at the creation of 'personal autonomy', developing self-aware and critically engaged individuals\(^{46}\). The role of the university is to 'educate students not workers.'\(^{47}\) Legal education takes law as its subject in service of these aims, rather than with a view to preparing students for any form of legal practice.\(^{48}\)

Liberal education is seen to be not just about students and their learning, but also about how academics and students relate to one another, how academics relate to their subject, and how academics and their relate to those outside the university.\(^{49}\)

The legal profession's point of view is not privileged in curriculum and teaching design; there would be no mandatory core of topics as set by lawyers. Law is taken as the start point and topic of discussion, but is not the end point. Rather the law is the medium for the development of those personal attributes and attitudes which form the base for liberal education - engagement, criticality, and social orientation.

A liberal law degree, then, might contain very little in the way of ‘substantive’ or black letter law. It could focus on legal history or jurisprudence, or look at topics outside of the current core, such as welfare, sexuality, education etc. Students who wanted to go on to practice law would gain ‘core’ knowledge and skills as part of vocational / professional courses and experiences undertaken after their degree. Practice oriented legal skills, such as the use of particular forms of information or the carrying

---

\(^{44}\) Thornton 'Gothic horror' n43 269; Thornton 'Legal education' n40 23
\(^{45}\) Varnava and Burridge n34 5
\(^{46}\) Bradney 'How to live' n39 ; Varnava and Burridge n34 13
\(^{48}\) Roger Burridge and Julian Webb, "The values of common law legal education: rethinking rules, responsibilities, relationships and roles in the law school" (2007) 10 Legal Ethics 72, 74
\(^{49}\) Bradney Conversations n37 27
out of particular tasks would be covered in so far as they help students understand the legal issues they are studying; they would not be an aim of the programme nor a strong focus.

The liberal elements of a legal education are not necessarily lost in vocational approaches, but they are in danger of being marginalised. Student demand takes precedence, and students are held to want work related experiences; therefore all teaching takes on a clinical edge, and more philosophical and reflective elements can be side-lined.

**Legal practice: change and context**

Just as higher education is subject to change, so is legal practice. There are several dimensions to the current changes affecting legal practice and practitioners\(^{50}\). These can be summarised under the headings of changes in law firm structures, changes in technology as applied to legal practice, changing consumer expectations of legal practice, and changes in the relationship between legal professions and wider society.\(^{51}\)

We will consider first the legislative context in which legal practice takes place. The key piece of legislation is the Legal Services Act 2007 (LSA 2007). The reforms in the LSA 2007 continue the trend of increased competition and emphasis on the consumer nature of legal services\(^{52}\) that can be traced to the legal services reforms of the 80s and 90s\(^{53}\). The 1989 green paper *The work and organisation of the legal profession* laid out the argument that increased competition and market mechanisms would lead to improved legal services; efficiency was the key to the reforms proposed, which found legislative expression in the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990.\(^{54}\)

The New Labour government which came to power in 1997 continued much of this emphasis on consumer oriented services and the opening up of the legal services

---

\(^{50}\) David Edmonds, “Training the lawyers of the future – a regulator’s view” (2011) 45 The Law Teacher 4, 5; Legal Education and Training Review *Setting standards* n3 Ch 3


\(^{52}\) Abel ‘Between market and state’ n25 291; Patricia Leighton, “Back from the future: did the LETR really prepare us for the future?” (2014) 48 The Law Teacher 79, 80-81; Creaton n26 118; Webb ‘Regulating lawyers’ n1 544

\(^{53}\) Boon n10 196

\(^{54}\) Lord Chancellor’s Department, *The work and organisation of the legal profession* (Cm 570, 1988/89) 1; Leighton n52 80-81; Creaton n26 119
market. This found expression in the Clementi Report of 2004\textsuperscript{55}, commissioned by the New Labour government to investigate the regulation of legal services.

Clementi reported that many people found legal services difficult to access, hard to understand, expensive, and when things went wrong making the complaints process was difficult. It was also argued that the organisation of legal services made it difficult for lawyers and their services to be responsive and efficient.\textsuperscript{56}

The recommendations of the Clementi Report were incorporated into \textit{The future of legal services: putting consumers first}\textsuperscript{57}, which formed the base of the LSA 2007. In its introduction it summed up the aims of the reform programme:

\begin{quote}
“Our vision is of a legal services market where excellence continues to be delivered; and a market that is responsive, flexible, and puts the consumer first.”\textsuperscript{58}
\end{quote}

In order to make legal services more customer friendly and competitive, the Clementi Report had proposed changes in the way that legal practitioners and legal services were regulated and delivered. Key amongst these was the separation of the representative functions of professional bodies from their regulatory functions, which \textit{The future of legal services: putting consumers first} identified as a particular problem with regard to complaints handling.\textsuperscript{59}

Therefore new regulatory bodies were created – the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) and the Bar Standards Board (BSB)\textsuperscript{60} – and the representative functions remained with the Law Society and the General Council of the Bar. The new regulatory bodies set standards in legal education, can act as licensing bodies for alternative business structures, and manage the discipline of their respective professional groups.

\textsuperscript{55} David Clementi, \textit{Report of the review of the regulatory framework for legal services in England and Wales} (TSO, 2004)\textsuperscript{55} 1-3
\textsuperscript{56} Clementi n55 1-3
\textsuperscript{57} Department of Constitutional Affairs, \textit{The future of legal services: putting consumers first} (Cm 6679, 2005)\textsuperscript{57} 7
\textsuperscript{58} Department of Constitutional Affairs n57 7
\textsuperscript{59} Department of Constitutional Affairs n57 8
\textsuperscript{60} Boon and Webb ‘Legal education’ n34 79 and 106; Webb ‘Regulating lawyers’ n1 547 Similar arrangements exist for other legal services bodies
In the LSA 2007 s12 certain activities are referred to as the reserved legal activities. 'Reserved' means that only people with certain qualifications or membership of certain bodies or recognition by nominated authorities can lawfully provide those services or conduct those activities. For example only people with the appropriate authorisation can provide advocacy services in the courts; it is a criminal offence for any other person to do so.

The reserved activities are important in terms of the theme of the content of the law degree as they provide much of the focus for the education of solicitors and barristers. Much of the content of the degree and vocational stages is predicated on the idea that those taking them will work in one or more area of reserved legal work. This can be seen in law degrees, for example in simulated clinics focused on litigation and the provision of mooting courses and competitions with their focus on advocacy.

Here the theme of control is also engaged; we can see the reserved activities as a means whereby a degree of professional control of legal education can be exercised. This situation could change if the link between titles and reserved activities is renegotiated- even broken- perhaps as part of a wider reconsideration of what it means to be a 'solicitor' or 'barrister.'

In terms of who can provide legal services, the LSA 2007 made no major changes in terms of the people who can provide certain services. It has changed the business forms in which those services could be provided, with the coming into force of the provisions relating to alternative business structures (ABS).

The ABS provisions of the LSA 2007 are important for legal education as new forms of legal business could bring with them new forms of legal job. These jobs will require new skills; the demand for 'employability' in degrees and relevance in

---


62 Clementi n55 Chapter F lays out the background for alternative business structures. LSA 2007 Part V establishes the nature and regulation of ABS

63 See Susskind n51
vocational courses could see their content and form change to accommodate the new jobs.64

**Clients, customers, and legal professionals**
The relationship between the professions and the state, as we have discussed, has shifted and this shift has been echoed in a change in the relationship between lawyers and those coming to them. The 1988 Marre Committee on the future of the legal profession noted that ‘in recent years there have been major changes in the attitudes of citizens as consumers.65’ The report went on to comment that there was a ‘tendency for consumers increasingly to think in terms of “rights” and to question the authority of those claiming expert knowledge.66 The roots of this were traced to government policy in opening the professions to competition,67 a process accelerated by the Clementi Report and the associated reforms introduced by the LSA 2007.

Regardless of qualifications or the nature of the relationship with the lawyer, people making use of the services of legal professionals expect them to have a degree of competence; they should know what they are doing and be able do it effectively.68 How do we know a law graduate has sufficient competency to carry out legal work effectively? How can the competency of those practising as legal professionals be measured? And how can we ensure that practitioners maintain and develop their skills and knowledge over time? The regulators of the legal profession oversee such issues through their accreditation of educational and professional development schemes, disciplinary committees, and their work with government. The interests of consumers are represented by groups such as the LSCP and relevant aspects of the work of the LSB.

Those using legal services are held to want those services provided in a manner which best meets their needs69; one example is the greater willingness and indeed
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desire on the part of consumers to use Internet-based technologies to find out about, interact with, and use legal services.  

Legal services have been seen as somewhat different from other forms of service, and many critiques of the LSA 2007 are based on this view. Legal services are seen to rest on a client basis, not a consumer one. They are based on trust and the delivery of specialised knowledge. The provision of legal services is also related to wider rule of law issues. 

An independent legal profession, not bound primarily by customer obligations or service philosophies, is seen as a key part of the proper working of the rule of law. For all of these reasons, it is argued that legal services and professionals cannot be treated in the same way as areas such as retail. 

These arguments have their parallels in discussions around education. In both case, the 'service' provided is seen as a both a private and a public good - whilst education and legal services benefit those who receive them, they are also benefit to those within and outside of any 'transaction.'

These critiques notwithstanding, owing to increased consumer activism and changes in government approaches, legal professionals and their services have come to be seen in the same light as other forms of service and people are coming to demand from them the same kind of ease of access and use that they would expect from other forms of transaction.

**Legal education: the current system**

In chapters four and five we will see how the present system of education for solicitors and barristers is the result of a long period of development. Here we will lay out the current context of legal education and highlight the areas of change and flux which form part of the context for this thesis.
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The Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) and Bar Standards Board (BSB) create education and training regulations for their respective professions. Both professions set out a three stage path to qualification.

The first or academic stage is governed by the Joint Statement which sets out what the academic stage should cover. Students will have studied the workings of the English legal system plus the ‘foundations of legal knowledge’. In order to achieve this, students will either take a three year law degree (a 'qualifying law degree' or QLD), or a degree in another subject followed by the one year Graduate Diploma in Law (GDL.)

Until recently the SRA and BSB were custodians of the Joint Statement which laid out the requirements of the QLD. As of January 2014 the Joint Academic Stage Board ceased to exist, and a regime of self-certification against the Joint Statement will be introduced. It is not clear what, if any, difference this will make to law degrees; the shift to competency statements and the management of the law degree solely via higher education audit systems is likely to have a greater impact.

The Quality Assessment Agency (QAA) benchmark statement complements the Joint Statement by providing standards against which law degrees are assessed as part of the higher education quality system.

The second or vocational stage is governed by regulations specific to the profession in question. In both cases the vocational stage consists of a course at an approved provider- for solicitors this is the Legal Practice Course, for barristers the Bar Professional Training Course. These courses cover the procedural and practical skills deemed important for legal practice, such as rules of court, financial management, and advocacy.
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The third stage consists of a period of supervised practice—the training contract for solicitors, pupillage for barristers. At the end of this practical stage the student qualifies and can begin work as a solicitor or barrister.

The form of the current system reveals some of the themes to be discussed later, particularly those of control and the content of the law degree. At present half of a QLD degree is made up of the foundation or core subjects which reflect to some extent the earlier professional examinations that practitioners would sit, and so encode some practitioner assumptions about what lawyers need to know and embed them in the law degree.

The presence of the core subjects reflects the longstanding influence of lawyers on the educational requirements of those seeking to practise law. There has been debate as to how much of those requirements should be met by the law degree; some have seen the current system as allowing too much control through the definition of the 'core' subjects, for example.

This being said, the level of content prescription is minimal; the latitude of higher education institutes in designing the teaching of the core has been relatively wide. As will be seen in the discussion of the LETR report this might change; whilst the core itself may change, there is the possibility that core elements may be subject to greater content prescription. Much will depend on the outcome of the competency statement consultations by the regulators and the approaches taken by higher education institutions.

Summary
Changes in higher education are an important consideration, along with wider changes in attitudes to education. As legal practice forms the other element of the thesis’ question, changes affecting how legal services are provided and by whom are also important.

The current state of legal services is in flux with the winding out of the effect of changes from regulation, technology, and clients providing a range of challenges to
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legal practitioners. New forms of legal business are developing, new ways of working continue to emerge, and attitudes to professions continue to shift from their previous deferential mode.

Changes are also taking place within the field of education. The emphasis on employability, the introduction of student fees, and the creation of league tables has led to a consumer-provider oriented model of education to dominate in many institutions. This in turn has had its effect on the design of curricula, assessment, and the expectations of students. Law degrees have not been immune from these changes; indeed the relationship with legal practice may have made some institutions more susceptible.

The current systems of legal education and legal practice- and the changes affecting them and their relationship to one another- are the result of a long process of development. The assumptions about education and practice of previous times have given way to new positions, without being totally cleared; the past still informs the present.

The next two chapters will outline the history of legal education, with the focus being on the education of solicitors and barristers. Important issues in the relationship between legal education and legal practice will be identified, forming the basis for the themes which will be discussed in chapter six.
Legal education: from the beginnings to 1854

The current situation of legal education and legal practice has roots stretching back to the 12th century. By tracing the development of legal education we can begin to identify important issues in the relationship between legal practice and legal education; in both this and the following chapter we will see the emergence of the themes which form the base of chapter six.

In this chapter we will cover the emergence of the Inns of Court and the development of formal educational systems, along with their eventual decline and the emergence of informal approaches to legal education from the 17th century. The reform movements of the 18th and 19th centuries conclude this chapter.

Earliest times
We can trace developments in legal education from the 13th century and infer elements of the system before then and link them with developments in the legal profession.

The earliest references to an education system for such lawyers can be found in legislation dating from the mid to late thirteenth centuries.82 This sought to manage, in some way, the admittance of practitioners, suggesting the existence of a recognised set of skills which advocates and attorneys should have, and by implication a system of education aimed at developing these skills.83

At this point we can see that ‘the roots of English legal education are not in the academy.’84 Rather legal education was provided by practitioners for practitioners, with an emphasis on the workings of the courts and their procedure.85 We see here the theme of control; practitioners were able to set their own education standards

83 Tucker n82 365
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and were self-regulating exercising the full range of ‘guild powers’ including control over education.

**The Inns of Court as law school**

Formalised legal education, in which the provision of legal education is linked to particular organisations where legal education was an important activity, can be speculatively traced to the 1340s and the emergence of the Inns of Court. From the later 13th century to ca 1340, lawyers developed educational practices and social routines which led to the formation of the Inns of Court. Groups of lawyers came to use the London residences of leading figures in society - the Inns - as bases during court term times. These groups evolved into societies based at the Inns, which amongst other functions provided an education for lawyers. The functions of the Inns seem to have emerged organically, growing from practices and habits of earlier times, so whilst education was not the reason for their existence it was an important aspect of their work.

The education in the Inns consisted of moots – discussions of legal problems in the form of court cases - and lectures, known as readings, given by senior members of the Inns. The moots and lectures were based on specific legal issues or the texts of statutes.

Over time the Inns were developed into what some have called the third University of England, joining Oxford and Cambridge as the premier educational institutions of the nation.

The Inns of Court formed part of a tripartite organisation of legal practice. The Serjeants' Inns were at the top of this system, housing the leading practitioners and
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the judiciary, but having no educational role. The Inns of Chancery formed a ‘junior’ section, with students taking time to learn the rudiments of their craft there before moving on to one of the Inns of Court.

The four Inns of Court provided a social and educational setting for those who wished to get on in law, or life- they provided something of a ‘liberal’ education for those who wanted some knowledge of law and an entry to the Inns’ circles but not necessarily a career in law; in this sense the liberal law degree is not solely a creature of later times.

The system of education developed in the Inns was one in which legal education and legal practice were closely linked. It has been characterised as essentially vocational, with no systematising intellectual work, in contrast to university based continental legal learning.

The educators were lawyers of long standing, the learning was rooted in the practical world of pleading, parsing statutes, and understanding writs. Those who went on to become judges had spent their time teaching in the Inns and practising as serjeants and would often return to teach; there was therefore a close link between the profession, the bench, and legal education. Control and content of the education of lawyers were in the hands of the lawyers.

From the mid-14th century - and with due regard to changing context up to the 19th century - the relationship between legal practice and legal education, as far as advocates were concerned, was conceptualised as one in which legal practice to some extent was legal education. To take part in the professional and social life of the law as a barrister, serjeant, or judge was key to being part of the legal profession.
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The decline of the Inns to the 1846 Select Committee

The educational system of the Inns developed in the 15th and 16th centuries, but was already in decline by the time the Civil Wars dealt them a fatal blow, and by the 18th century only the formal shadow of it remained.

It has been argued that those charged with providing the lectures grew less and less inclined to provide them. At the root of their objections were time and money - the lecturers could make money pursuing legal work in the time they might have given to education, and students might also take on legal work rather than attend lectures.

Intending lawyers were left to their own devices for their education. They would learn through self-directed study – learning law from books, and such observations they might make in court. Some might gain access to practitioners, making use of their libraries and potentially the expertise of the barrister they were accepted by.

Such education as there existed was entirely dependent on the will and resources of the individual student, if they were lucky aided by a supportive practitioner, or their fellows in one of the societies students set up.

In the 18th and 19th centuries the Inns did try to revive their educational traditions by creating new lecture series, but to no great or lasting effect. Holdsworth argued that the decline of the Inn system meant that the “public teaching of English law was stopped for nearly a century and a half.”

Various attempts were made from the mid-18th century onwards to provide some formal education for common lawyers. In 1758 the Vinerian chair was established at Oxford, its first holder being Blackstone. Blackstone’s lectures were sparsely attended, though his book was well received, and his successors met with no greater success; a similar lack of attendance met the lecturers at Cambridge.
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On its foundation the University of London sought to provide an education in practical law for intending barristers and attorneys. In 1828 University College London began teaching law. The lectures were not a success; as no degree was needed to practice, and there was no exam to pass, there was little demand from students. Indeed, it was not until 1872 that exams were a requirement for the call to the Bar.

The Inns made some efforts towards education in the 18th and 19th centuries; lectures and readings which met with limited success.

As was the case for the advocates, attorneys were also associated with an Inn—either of Court, or Chancery. However from the 17th century they were gradually excluded from the Inns of Court, coming to be associated solely with the Inns of Chancery. There were for a time lectures or readings in the Chancery inns, often delivered by a member of the Inns of Court. Alongside this— and latterly in place of it—attorneys generally undertook a period of apprenticeship, and were subject to statutory registration and the supervision of judges. The education of attorneys was regulated by such legislation as the Attorney Act 1729, which stipulated a five year period of 'articles' and subjected attorneys to the scrutiny of the judges.

To remedy some of the educational deficiencies of the time, attorneys also established groups for professional support, which in London led to the establishment of the Society of Gentlemen Practisers in 1737.

In 1825 the Law Institution was formed in London, in 1827 the Incorporated Law Society was formed, and in 1831 the Law Society obtained its charter. The Law
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Institution provided lectures from 1833 and in 1836 a requirement was instituted whereby people had to pass an exam before they could be admitted to the roll. The Solicitors Act of 1843 formalised this requirement, with the judges having control of the examination, and established the Law Society as the regulatory body for solicitors.

Despite the emergence of lectures for attorneys and solicitors, the principal form of learning continued to be office-based, and in the case of attorneys / solicitors rooted very much in practice.

The 1846 Select Committee on Legal Education
The 1846 Select Committee met against the backdrop of a sustained period of campaigning for change in legal education. The report has been described as ‘highly critical’, indeed 'scathing.' In its own words:

> it may therefore be asserted…that the student, professional, and unprofessional, is left almost solely to his own individual exertions… and that no Legal Education, worthy of the name, of a public nature, is at this moment to be had in either country.

Whilst it looked at the legal education of practitioners, it had been called to look at legal education as a whole. Both branches of the legal profession - the barristers and attorneys - were seen to be lacking; the Bar was held to lack detailed legal knowledge, whilst the attorneys lacked a wider general education.

The report noted that all of its respondents were agreed that the system of legal education was inadequate and in need of wide ranging reform. A fair degree of the
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blame was laid at the door of practitioners, who were seen to be indifferent- if not actively hostile- to legal education reform efforts.\textsuperscript{129}

This situation was seen to lead to risk for the public, and the student. The lack of formal legal education left students inadequately prepared for a legal career or judicial responsibility.\textsuperscript{130} Similar risks in other professions such as medicine were ameliorated by education, and the same should apply to law.\textsuperscript{131}

The report opened with the observation that there was little in the way of legal education in universities, particularly when compared with the situation in Germany.\textsuperscript{132} Even in places where there were chairs, and instruction in the common law, there were few students and in some cases no exam or degree.\textsuperscript{133} Attorneys did not attend lectures, and the exam they did sit was seen as inadequate; it was characterised as only 'a guarantee against absolute incompetency.'\textsuperscript{135}

In recommending that the universities take a leading role, the committee recognised that universities had a specific place in legal education. This was to provide the philosophical underpinnings for legal practice; the role of universities was to educate and develop. They would not replace practical apprenticeship based modes of learning for legal practice. Here we see the beginnings of the stage approach to legal education, wherein the student is first introduced to general principles of law through a degree and then through practical learning and training they learn the application of that knowledge.\textsuperscript{136}

The committee recommended that the Inns of Court form a College of Law to act as the ‘university’ for practical legal education, and that the existing university law faculties be enlarged and supported in the creation of new professorships; law degree examinations should be reviewed and made stricter.\textsuperscript{137}
In its 'resolutions' the report summarised what it felt were the main problems with legal education at the time. Such education as there was lacked system; the universities provided a thin and patchy coverage, and the Inns of Court no coverage at all.\textsuperscript{138}

The Committee said that there was no legal education in England, and concerns were expressed about the “state of English law as an intellectual discipline.”\textsuperscript{139} It called for more professors of law, for Arts courses to incorporate legal history and jurisprudence, and for exams to be improved.\textsuperscript{140} The Inns were called upon to ‘return’ to the work of vocational education. They would function as a law university, entrants to which would require a degree.\textsuperscript{141} The vision for universities was rooted in the example of German universities with their powerful academics.\textsuperscript{142} The teaching to be provided could extend into what we would now call public legal education, with a strong legal university sitting “not merely at the heart of public education, but public life.”\textsuperscript{143}

\textbf{The 1854 Royal Commission on the Inns of Court}

The 1854 Royal Commission was convened to investigate the educational provision of the Inns of Court. It looked at legal education in England, and a number of other jurisdictions, with a view to recommendations on improving the English system.\textsuperscript{144}

The educational demands placed on the intending barrister had not changed much since the 1846 Select Committee; the student joined an Inn, attended dinners, and listened to lectures or sat an exam.\textsuperscript{145} This was an improvement on the previous system where there had been no lecture or exam; the commission noted that the creation of the Council for Legal Education in 1852 had been important in this area.\textsuperscript{146}
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Many of the witnesses expressed a desire that “every Student of Law ought to have received a liberal education.” An examination to test the knowledge that such an education provided was seen to be beneficial. This idea speaks to wider themes of the content of legal education. Should lawyers have received the widest possible education, or just that required for effective legal practice? What should control the content- the 'needs' of society as a whole for an educated legal profession, or the 'needs' of the legal profession as defined by practice realities?

Others felt that the requirement for a wider liberal education might deter people from seeking admission to the Bar, people who could take up liberal education through their career; for those who had been to University it could be assumed they had received a liberal education.

An examination before entry to the Bar was more widely accepted. Such an exam would encourage and reward attendance at the Inn lectures and serve to improve and maintain the quality of the Bar. Opposition to such an exam was rooted in the feeling that it might deter some otherwise worthy candidates for the Bar, and also promote superficial knowledge acquisition.

The commissioners themselves were strongly in favour of examinations, both in respect of general education and of professional knowledge. They noted that solicitors and other professionals, such as clergymen, had to pass exams. Whilst they acknowledged concerns that an exam might deter those who wished to be called to the Bar for the legal knowledge, social, and cultural status it afforded, they argued that this was not sufficient an argument against examinations.
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A system of lectures would provide students with the principles of legal knowledge which were seen to be of value to barristers- both as legal practitioners and potential judges.\textsuperscript{157}

In calling for exams the Commission stressed that it valued practice based education, whilst pointing out that such an approach did not allow for a wider understanding of “the scientific branches of Legal knowledge” such as jurisprudence and legal history.\textsuperscript{158} A period of lecture based study of general principles of law would make practical learning, such as pupillage, more effective.\textsuperscript{159}

After the Royal Commission
The response of the professions to the Select Committee and Royal Commission has been characterised as “refinement” of their own exams and the teaching systems associated with them.\textsuperscript{160}

A number of universities responded positively to the recommendations of 1846 and 1854. In the 1850s both Oxford and Cambridge set up law degrees.\textsuperscript{161} Law schools at University College and King’s College London were joined by one at the London School of Economics. Outside of London as new institutions were founded so new law schools were founded\textsuperscript{162}.

Despite all of this academic activity, neither the Inns of Court nor the Law Society made a move to requiring a law degree and there was no clarity on the 'status' that academic study had in the profession.\textsuperscript{163} It remained the case that most lawyers would not have a law degree, or indeed a degree of any sort.\textsuperscript{164}
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As debate continued both parts of the profession pursued their own courses in legal education. The Council of Legal Education had been founded by the Bar in 1852 and in 1903 the School of Law was established by the Law Society.\footnote{The Royal commission on legal services n160 608-609}

In the wake of the Royal Commission the Bar had introduced, albeit reluctantly, examinations- although the final examination for the Bar did not become compulsory until 1872.\footnote{Brooks and Lobban n106 376}

Most studied for the Bar final examination through a tutor service or, harking back to their 18th-century ancestors, studied on their own account via law books. Some teaching for the exams was provided for the Council of Legal Education by University law tutors.

The Law Society took control of solicitors’ qualifying exams in 1877.\footnote{The Royal commission on legal services n160 608; Boon and Webb 'Legal education' n34 83-84} With the increasing importance of exams came the increased importance of effective teaching. The Bar could rely on the concentration of many of its members in London to provide for effective education. This was not the case for solicitors, who worked around the country. Articles were still the main form of education and training, and as noted earlier this did not allow time or energy for detailed study and also varied widely in quality.

To allow for such time the Law Society ruled that clerks could take time to study for the exams. The developing importance of the exams and the patchiness of educational provision was the main impetus behind the foundation of the School of Law.

Legal education was still very much under the control of the legal profession, despite the emergence of several university law schools and the evident desire for reform. The content of legal education, including much of the content of law degrees, was influenced by the professions. As apprenticeship was still the main mode of training for lawyers most learning took place in practice contexts and reflected practice needs. Such liberal education as lawyers might receive was the purview of schools and universities, and derived from subjects other than law.
The next chapter looks at how such developments were continued and expanded on in the 20th and 21st centuries, starting with the Haldane Commission's study of higher education in London and concluding with the Legal Education and Training Review.
Legal education: from Haldane to the Legal Education and Training Review

The Haldane Commission
The Haldane Commission, which was set up to look at university education in London and sat between 1910-1913, included discussions of legal education. It can be seen to have endorsed a vision of stages of ‘theory plus practice’ for legal education.\textsuperscript{168} The theory / university stage would focus on general educational goals - the ‘science’ of law - which the Commission felt had been neglected.\textsuperscript{169} A university education in law was not only of value to those intending to practice, but was also of use to those going into colonial, diplomatic, and local government service\textsuperscript{170} - a view echoing ideas put forward in 1846.

The Haldane Commission did not support the idea of a general University of Law in London. It held that law should be taught within the University of London as one faculty or department amongst many. This would allow the study of law to be carried out with academic freedom and integrity; there were concerns that a separate University of Law might be subject to professional capture and become rather narrow in its work. This concern was rooted in the idea that the study of law should be academic and free from professional control, whilst retaining a link with practice realities; it was part of establishing law as an academic discipline.

The Society of Public Teachers of Law had been founded the year before the Haldane Commission began its work, with the explicit purpose of developing both legal education and the work of legal educators. In terms of control and content this reflects an emerging desire to establish a clearly defined sphere for academic law and law teaching, which would feed into subsequent discussions; it perhaps in part contributed to tensions by creating a separate focus of debate and associated professional claims.

In 1922 it was decided that all those who wished to be admitted to the solicitors’ roll had to take an academic year’s study at the School of Law or other appropriate
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institution; law graduates and those who had served as articled clerks for ten years (the "ten-year men") were granted an exemption from this year\textsuperscript{171}. This reflected a developing sense that some form of academic study was useful for solicitors.

The Atkin Committee
The Legal Education Committee- hereafter the Atkin Committee- was set up in 1932 to investigate legal education with a focus on two areas; improved co-operation between universities and the legal professions, and provision for advanced legal studies.\textsuperscript{172}

In an echo of earlier reports, the Committee said that university law schools would focus on the study of law as part of a broader system of knowledge, focusing on the 'science' of law.\textsuperscript{173} That said, the Atkin Committee argued that whilst universities should be free to pursue such a 'scientific' education, they should also have regard to the needs of those intending to enter legal practice.\textsuperscript{174} Indeed the Atkin Committee argued that the distinction between academic and professional stages should not be 'exaggerated,' the difference being perhaps one of emphasis.\textsuperscript{175} As different spheres of activity emerged, so each would take its lead from the group providing the activity, with the academic stage providing coverage of a broad liberal education and the practice stage the elements required of the working lawyer.

Students could be spared some time and expense by allowing greater exemptions from professional exams for law graduates.\textsuperscript{176} Such exemptions, and other matters of concern to providers and students, could be managed through the creation of an Advisory Committee.\textsuperscript{177} Such a committee would bring together representatives of the academy and the professions.
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In the period after the Atkin Committee law schools maintained their rhetorical commitment to the 'science of law,' but their curricula tended to be shaped more by the needs of the professions.\textsuperscript{178}

**The Ditchley Conference**

In the early 60s the Law Society formed the College of Law\textsuperscript{179}, and 1967 saw the formation of a permanent Bar school in the form of the Inns of Court School of Law\textsuperscript{180}. This period also saw an expansion of higher education and with it a greater acceptance of the value of degrees within the legal profession.\textsuperscript{181}

The Ditchley Conference brought together academics and practitioners to discuss “training for the law.”\textsuperscript{182} It looked at Britain and North America and covered the full range of education and training, from law degrees to work done in legal practice.\textsuperscript{183}

The legal education system at the time has been characterised as 'un-coordinated and unplanned' with practitioners and academics existing in a state of 'mutual indifference.'\textsuperscript{184} In terms of control and content the two groups maintained such control as they could in their areas of work, with practitioners having a greater degree of overall control through their influence over the required content of law degrees. The lack of a central body, such as a legal education council, was part of a broader problem with management and communication within legal education.

A tripartite system of education, much like that laid out a few years later in the Ormrod Report, was suggested by one of the sub-groups. This would be made up of a legal knowledge stage, a practice stage based on group learning, and an experiential stage along the lines of pupillage or articles.\textsuperscript{185}

Universities- so long as their teaching met the standards required by the professions- would be the site of initial education; practical training was very definitely the responsibility for of the profession.\textsuperscript{186} University legal education could be seen as a
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'liberal education', with the caveat that changes in the content of the initial stage could mean changes in the character of the degree.\textsuperscript{187}

Some concern was expressed that a graduate-only profession could exclude some people who might otherwise be good lawyers; such exclusion could be made less likely by ensuring institutions could accept all applicants.\textsuperscript{188}

The Ditchley Report made two recommendations which echoed those of previous reports and which would be repeated in subsequent ones: the formation of a legal education council, and the creation of a continued professional education scheme.\textsuperscript{189}

**The Ormrod Report**

The Ormrod Committee was formed in 1967, with a remit to consider legal education with particular reference to improving co-operation between the various elements of the system, looking at the contribution of institutions of higher education, and considering the work of the professional bodies.\textsuperscript{190}

When the report was published there were 22 law schools in universities, seven colleges providing law degrees, and other institutions providing teaching towards the external London law degree. Some 80\% of those practising at the Bar, and 40\% of solicitors, were law graduates. These branches were on their way to becoming primarily a graduate profession, and in time primarily a law graduate profession.\textsuperscript{191}

The current form of the academic stage can be traced back to the Ormrod Report. Whilst there was no set ‘core’ for the law degree, there was a notable uniformity in coverage, driven by the exemptions offered from professional examinations. This has been seen as something of a negative, with the emphasis on professional elements inhibiting development of the degree; the emphasis on certain topics for professional exams was seen as leading to cramming at this stage.\textsuperscript{192}

Contract, tort, crime, property, constitutional law, and elements of the legal system were found in almost all courses. This reflected an underlying professional
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consensus as to what lawyers needed to know and perhaps also their importance as sources of work for lawyers.

In its discussion of the overall structure of legal education, the Committee noted the underlying tension in legal education. On the one hand there was the need to prepare students for membership of a 'learned' profession; on the other there were the practical demands of working in that profession. 193

Historically - at least since the decline of the Inns of Court - practical training had been left to apprenticeship, supplemented by such reading and instruction the student could find.194 The development of the law degree placed legal education in a new situation - how to educate students to be professionals via the degree, and also prepare them for the realities of practice; how could these elements work together?

Concerns were expressed by the universities regarding the requirements of professional exams, which were held to be restrictive of their work. The need to provide relevant material to allow students to gain exemptions from the exams was a major part of this restriction.

The Ormrod Committee proposed that the academic and vocational stages become more closely linked or integrated. 195 A major part of this would be the recognition of a law degree as a sufficient first stage qualification, and not merely something offering exemptions from the first of a two stage examination process.

The argument advanced was that there should not be any distinction between academic and vocational stages, nor should there be any tension between them. By working together and appropriately placing different aspects of the educational system into academic and vocational areas, the Ormrod Committee argued that better use could be made of resources and a better experience.

The Ormrod Report laid out three aims for the academic stage. It would provide students with legal knowledge, an awareness of how law relates to social and
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economic conditions and the skills to deal with legal facts and apply legal concepts to those facts.\textsuperscript{196}

Whilst some non-law graduates would still be allowed to enter the profession the Ormrod Committee felt that the majority of legal professionals should have a law degree. Through this degree students would get the basic intellectual skills any degree would offer and at the same time develop, or begin to develop, specific legal skills and knowledge.\textsuperscript{197}

The law degree would not aim to teach everything a legal professional might need to know. Rather it should cover as much of the core knowledge and skills as were required for both smooth progress to the next stage of training and continuous learning throughout the student’s career.\textsuperscript{198} As well as legal skills and knowledge, the student would also be introduced to elements of other disciplines that may be useful.\textsuperscript{199}

The Ormrod Committee argued that an education of this nature, with its mixed legal and general skills and knowledge development, could “only be provided in the setting of the University or College of higher education.”\textsuperscript{200} At the time of the Ormrod Report the solicitors’ and barristers’ professional bodies both felt that law should be a graduate profession as soon as possible; this did not mean the profession should be exclusively for graduates, but that the majority should hold a degree.

This emerges as a key theme- should lawyers be graduates, of law or any other discipline? For much of its history the legal profession did not require a degree, and some routes such as that provided by CILEX allow for qualification without a degree. As we will see there are some still within the profession who do not see a law degree as necessary for lawyers, and developments post-LETR could well see more non-graduate routes opening up- ‘graduate level’ skills and knowledge being more important than having a degree.

The vocational course would provide students with access to professional educators, who would provide an education which would enable the students to apply legal
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knowledge in practice settings. In-training, such as pupillage, would build upon this and in the best situations would provide an example and experience based learning opportunity for prospective lawyers.

The Ormrod Committee saw the vocational course as forming a link between the academic stage and the application of legal knowledge in practice.\textsuperscript{201} Courses would not introduce students to law, in the sense of bodies of knowledge, but rather to the practical skills of the lawyer and the techniques they use in applying that knowledge.\textsuperscript{202} Any substantive law that would be covered would come from within vocationally relevant areas such as procedural law.\textsuperscript{203}

Although the courses would be delivered in an educational setting, the Ormrod Report was clear that as much time as possible should be spent with legal practitioners. Students should also be encouraged to visit a range of relevant practice settings.\textsuperscript{204}

Taken together the report’s recommendations would mean that a typical entrant to the legal profession would have a law degree, a certificate from a vocational course, and experience gained in a practice setting.\textsuperscript{205} The professions moved to a graduate only position in the wake of Ormrod, and over time developed vocational courses and refined their practice stages.

Whilst many of its recommendations were not taken up, the Ormrod Report set the foundations for legal education to the present, and its views were endorsed by subsequent investigations into legal education.\textsuperscript{206} In creating definite stages of education it can be seen to have contributed to continued tension between liberal and vocational approaches to legal education,\textsuperscript{207} and despite the move of professional courses into the academy to have removed the influence of academics from the process of professional development.\textsuperscript{208}
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The Royal Commission on Legal Services - the Benson Commission

The Benson Commission was called to investigate all aspects of legal services; here we will concentrate on its discussion of legal education.

The Commission commented that whilst law degrees were accepted as giving exemption from professional qualifications, they were not a legal qualification in their own right. Law degrees had to contain the ‘core’ subjects prescribed by the professions, and forms of assessment were set by the profession.

The Law Society had recently changed its education and training regulations, producing a system broadly similar to that of today and reflecting the Ormrod recommendations. There would be an academic stage, consisting of a law degree or the Common Professional Examination, followed by a vocational course and Final Examination, concluding with a two year period of articles.

The system for barristers was broadly similar, with the law degree or Common Professional Examination forming the academic stage, followed by a vocational course and a one year pupillage.

The Commission noted that graduates formed the majority of the profession, and were supportive of the value of graduates to a profession. They did not want to limit entry to only law graduates, as this might mean otherwise valuable members might be lost to the law. This view, which pre-dates Benson, can be seen to be behind the reality that a law degree has never been a sine qua non for legal practice.

With regard to the law degree, the Commission agreed that professional control over the degree should not inhibit the freedom of universities; on the other hand, if the degree were to exempt graduates from professional requirements, it should reflect the requirements of the profession. This balance - between academic freedom and professional needs - is seen later in the theme of control. Even with a separate academic sphere there is a continued emphasis on the need for that sphere to recognise and incorporate the requirements of the legal profession. In the integrated
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system of the Inns, and the 'pure' apprenticeship that followed, this was not an issue; as academic law developed control became an issue.

The Advisory Committee on Legal Education and Conduct: first report
The white paper underlying the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990, Legal services: a framework for the future\textsuperscript{215}, called for the Advisory Committee created after the Ormrod Report to be 'reconstituted.'\textsuperscript{216} The new committee would keep legal education under review, bringing together interested parties to develop standards and offer advice.\textsuperscript{217} The Act brought this recommendation into reality through the creation of the Advisory Committee on Legal Education and Conduct (ACLEC.)\textsuperscript{218}

Its first report has been seen as radical compared with previous legal education reviews, with a clear commitment to liberal legal education\textsuperscript{219}. In the introduction to the report the ACLEC was clear that solicitors and barristers would still form the base of the legal profession, whatever the future changes in legal practice.\textsuperscript{220} The effects of the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 were still unwinding, but the Committee anticipated that the opening up of the market for legal services would continue and bring in more and different providers.\textsuperscript{221} Any new forms of legal practice- and practitioner- would be judged against the standards set by the solicitor and barrister professions.

The Report noted the changes in legal practice and higher education which set the context for its work.\textsuperscript{222} Such changes required that legal education be as flexible in its approach as possible, with greater freedom for providers in designing and delivering education.\textsuperscript{223}

The Report saw the post-Ormrod situation as unsatisfactory. The rigid distinction between academic and vocational stages, and the view some took of the academic
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stage as being primarily a preparation for the vocational stage, were particularly noted.224

In terms of legal education its key recommendation was that "the degree course should stand as an independent liberal education in the discipline of law, not tied to any specific vocation."225 This was linked to the ideal of law as a preparation for a range of occupations and careers.226 A move away from a prescriptive 'core' to a focus on skills and development was recommended.227 Universities should be free to decide what should be studied228, and how, with some element of prescription to ensure coherence229 and with the proviso that "the broad aims of the undergraduate law degree are satisfied."230

The professional bodies would retain the right to withdraw recognition of degrees should they not meet the required intellectual and content standards.231

There needed to be greater co-operation between academics and practitioners, even as the former were given greater autonomy; such co-operation would be made easier by moving away from rigid distinctions between the academic and vocational stages.232

The law degree is seen as a site for the development of "intellectual integrity and independence of mind" and "core knowledge."233 The development of professional approaches, skills, and values were for the most part to be found in vocational education, although the area of 'legal values' is part of the overall process of legal education.234

Here we see the themes of control and content, and the ongoing debate over the roles of the university and the legal profession in legal education - who should set standards, and how should those standards be interpreted by law schools?
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Despite its extensive work, most of the recommendations of the report were not taken up\textsuperscript{235}; it has been argued that some of its work did have an effect in so far as the professional bodies made changes to their Joint Announcement on law degrees in light of the report- such as removing content specifications for the core\textsuperscript{236} and there was a relaxation of the regulation of law degrees.\textsuperscript{237} We can also see its influence in the ongoing emphasis on a range of routes to qualification and the need for a diverse profession.\textsuperscript{238}

**The Legal Education and Training Review**
The Legal Education and Training Review (LETR) was convened by the barrister, solicitor, and legal executive regulators. It first met in 2011 and issued its final report in July 2013\textsuperscript{239}. The LETR focused on the regulation of legal services education and training rather than specifics of courses, although it did look at such issues.

The LETR report had three aims - to ensure that future lawyers had the knowledge and skills necessary, that the regulation of legal services education and training is helpful to providers of legal education, and that legal services employers were able to train and develop their employees.\textsuperscript{240}

The LSA 2007 was recognised as the primary driver of the changes affecting legal services.\textsuperscript{241} Along with the changes introduced by the LSA 2007, the report observed the great changes in the use of technology in legal services, increasing globalisation in the legal services market, changes in the composition of society, shifts in the attitudes people have towards legal services, and an emphasis on efficiency and value for money all played their part in setting the context for legal services.\textsuperscript{242}

The review put forward a number of key messages. It said that legal services in England and Wales were well-regarded and any changes in legal education and training would have to ensure that this level of respect was maintained.\textsuperscript{243} The extent and rate of change, it was argued, meant that any changes to the education had to
be flexible and adaptive in order that legal services could respond to change effectively.\textsuperscript{244} In order to enable all those with the abilities and talents needed to succeed, legal education and training itself should promote a diverse legal services workforce.\textsuperscript{245}

In its headline findings the research phase acknowledged that broadly speaking the current system of legal education worked well.\textsuperscript{246} However three areas were identified in which there was potential for reform and improvement.

The first area was that of quality. Here there were concerns over consistency in legal education, the presence or lack of training in ethics, a system or lack of such in continuous professional development, and a lack of information available to regulators for the assessment of quality in legal services education and training.\textsuperscript{247}

The second area was “access and mobility;” there was concern over the lack of information for prospective law students, and a desire to create new ways into the profession— for example legal apprenticeships.\textsuperscript{248} Universities could be part of these apprenticeships\textsuperscript{249} and groups such as paralegals are being looked at as an element in widening participation.\textsuperscript{250}

Thirdly was the issue of flexibility. Regulators should work together to establish common educational outcomes for legal education. It should be easier to transfer between different branches of the profession, and indeed easier to enter the profession. Any systems of education and training should allow for flexible approaches to teaching and learning.\textsuperscript{251}

In terms of a set of common outcomes and standards for lawyers the LETR focused on the issue of competence. It argued that the current education and training system did not lead to clearly demonstrated competence on the part of those who passed through it.
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The LETR recommended that for each regulated area of legal services learning outcomes should be defined. Guidance would help legal services education and training institutions to create assessments which established that their students had received the relevant education and training and had met the competency standards.

These developments could lead to a return of apprenticeship modes and thus greater control by the legal professions over the content of legal education. The creation of competency frameworks would feed into this process, as they would exert an influence on legal education providers- including university law schools, many of whom would feel they needed to ensure their graduates met some (if not all) of the competency standards.

This said the LETR also recognised that too close a regulation of the law degree could have a limiting effect, especially if law schools started basing their teaching on vocational outcomes or if ‘crammer’ schools re-emerged to help prepare graduates for vocational exams.

The learning outcomes should be based on an understanding of the knowledge, skills and character required in the regulated profession in question.

The competency framework looks ahead to the first day of practice, or ‘day one.’ The competencies are predicated on the notion that this day one is the first day in a specific legal services environment. Having met such competency standards an individual would be authorised to practice in that area. The requirements of such competency frameworks can be argued to have potential impact on any academic stage of legal education, as the report recommends that these frameworks “be cascaded downwards.”
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How this cascading will be done is important when considering the relationship between legal education and legal practice. Will they appear in the law degree, which would support an element of practitioner control, or will they only be part of vocational / apprenticeship schemes? It is likely that a range of responses will emerge, conditioned by the perceived needs of institutions and their students; some universities will not look to the competency statements, stressing their commitment to a liberal and general education, whilst others will seek to incorporate some into their programmes.

In terms of the level of content and assessment required as it relates to national qualifications frameworks, the research phase implicitly argued for a graduate level profession. A common set of competency standards would be set at a level equivalent to that of an undergraduate degree.\(^{260}\)

Such a common framework would not only guarantee intellectual and practical standards, it would also make it easier for people to plan progression and transfer within and between different regulated professions. Looking to the future the LETR envisaged a common set of learning outcomes for legal services education and training providers.\(^{261}\)

**Responses to the Legal Education and Training Review**  
The LSB has been clear in its support of major reform of legal education\(^{262}\), and their attitude is likely to be crucial in defining the terms of debate. They have issued statutory guidance to the frontline regulators, which clearly assumes that competency based approaches, risk based and outcome focused regulation, and activity based licensing are the expectation.\(^{263}\) It is left to the regulators to work out how practitioners develop and prove these competencies, but no one route should be mandated; flexibility is a key element. In terms of the law degree it envisages quality assurance resting with the higher education system.
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The frontline regulators are working out their responses to the LETR; as yet no detailed plans have been formed, but we can see the basic elements of their response.

The SRA issued its *Policy document: training for tomorrow* in response to LETR, outlining how it would implement its recommendations.²⁶⁴

The key point is that the SRA sees itself as possibly moving away from prescription of particular *forms* of qualification towards a system in which it sets *competencies* and leaves room for a range of routes towards achieving and demonstrating those competencies. This would include courses which integrate academic and vocational stages, and also systems whereby formal courses are not involved. Whilst there will therefore be greater diversity in how people become solicitors, the title of solicitor will remain, as it is seen to have a role in supporting a shared set of values.

The BSB issued a statement on the release of the report²⁶⁵ in which it identified six areas for development, including developing competence statements and developing the academic stage. The 'Future Bar Training' programme will develop the details of these areas.²⁶⁶

William Twining was largely positive about the LETR report, but was critical of the language used.²⁶⁷ He describes the report as rooted in "bureaucratic rationalism" and "managerialism."²⁶⁸ It is true that the report focuses on competence and standards—perhaps understandable in light of its commissioners and the focus on legal services education and training.

Lord Neuberger PSC called for a second research phase, one which focused on the 'practical and professional' as opposed to the academic approach of the LETR
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Neuberger was critical of the LETR's focus on the LSA 2007 objectives "consumer interest" and "effective legal profession," arguing that the "rule of law" and "protecting the public interest" were more important. This reflects wider concerns that the emphasis on seeing users of legal services as consumers and customers is changing the relationship not only between lawyers and those they serve, but between lawyers and the law itself. Ideals related to consumerism- efficiency in particular- whilst of importance are seen to be worryingly dominant in the setting of legal services policy.

Whilst the LETR report does, as noted, make reference to the wider roles of the law degree the emphasis on day one competences and the role of the professions does serve to undermine that emphasis. Sherr has noted that whilst competence forms a useful basis for course design and indeed conceptualising the entirety of legal education, competencies cannot capture all that might- or should- be covered in education and training.

Guth and Ashford expressed the concern that day one competences could crowd out liberal education elements from the law degree in favour of practice relevant modules; law schools may alter their curricula and promote their degrees as covering the competencies required. The consequence is that

Suddenly, on the vocational versus liberal, UG law degrees swing very much towards the former at the expense of the latter because the focus of the degree becomes the meeting of learning outcomes set by the profession, albeit with possible involvement of the academic learned societies and wider consultation.
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This critique is rooted in a concern that the LETR did not have enough evidence from a wide range of stakeholders, being strongly shaped by the view of the legal professions and vocational course teachers.275

Summary
With the release of the LETR report the scene is set for the next stage in legal education's development.

The current form of legal education - in particular the law degree with its emphasis on an academic stage of preparation for legal life - is a creation of the 20th century; we can find some of its antecedents in the 19th century. As noted until the 20th century it was not considered necessary for a practitioner to have a law degree. And indeed until the present century it was not necessary for a barrister to have any degree.

It is only in the 20th century that the undergraduate law degree emerges as the primary route into legal practice. Legal practice forms part of legal education but as a second stage of professional socialisation after an initial stage which owes something to a broader model of liberal education.

With the increased number of universities after WWII, the scope of legal education widened. Law was seen as a valid academic subject, and it was assumed that most practising lawyers would have a law degree. Space was retained for those who did not have a law degree in the form of the Common Professional Examination, latterly the Graduate Diploma in Law, which allowed for non-law graduates to take the courses required for exemption from professional body requirements for progression to the vocational stage.

The changing nature of legal work, particularly at the 'entry' end where much of the work is being standardised276 and can be done by people without a law degree277, means that the nature, scope and indeed necessity of the law degree has come into
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question.\textsuperscript{278} This is not a new development; the need for a degree has been questioned from at least the time of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century reports, particularly in respect of the work of solicitors.

There may still be a need for a law degree based on a wider and deeper education for an 'elite' group\textsuperscript{279} such as those looking to law firm leadership, high office in professional bodies, or higher judicial work.

Several themes emerge from the history outlined in this and the preceding chapter. Who should be in charge of legal education? Is it a shared enterprise, or one which should be led by the profession? Should lawyers engage in theoretical study, or should they focus on practice? Should there be a law degree, and if so, what should it contain?

The following chapter considers these questions by critically evaluating several themes within the reports and other literature on legal education.
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Themes

In outlining the history of legal education we have seen several themes emerge, particularly those of control over legal education and issues around the content of law degrees. Further analysis of the legal education reform documents and academic literature reveal more evidence of these themes, as well as others—whether lawyers need to be graduates, and if so whether they need to be law graduates, and the desirability of liberal education for lawyers.

Graduates? And if so, any graduates or law graduates?
Not until the 1970s did the legal professions require a degree for entry, and even then with some reluctance. And whilst the law degree has become the 'usual' route for solicitors and barristers, the value of a degree in law has not always been apparent or accepted by the professions.

The Bar has historically had a high proportion of graduates, as part of its claims to social status rather than as a base for knowledge, but even with the development of university common law courses these would typically have been in subjects such as classics.

For solicitors it was the case, until relatively recently, that the majority of practitioners would not have a degree. Even after the law degree became the usual route, non-law graduates and those without degrees have had routes open for them; this is likely to continue with the post-LETR emphasis on diversity of routes to practice.

This reflects the historic emphasis of the solicitors' profession on the business and practical orientation of their profession, which carried over into the support for the law degree as part of a practical preparation.

The offer of exemptions from professional requirements of the Bar to degree holders in 1756 has been seen as less an acknowledgement of the value of a degree than a
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desire to maintain the social status of the Bar, by attracting graduates. The Solicitors Act 1821 extended such exemptions to all graduates, again reflecting the acknowledged value of a degree rather than a desire to promote the academic study of law. The gradual recognition of degrees- any degree, not law degrees only- was part of establishing the social and professional status of lawyers.

Speaking to the 1846 Select Committee, Edward Creasy argued for an examination to assess a prospective barrister's 'liberal education' before they moved on to the practical stage. He was supportive of the idea of this education coming from university study, but he did not limit it to such and not to a law degree in particular. Wilson’s survey of legal education in 1966 reported that only 38% of barristers preferred law degrees, and 62% of solicitors.

The GDL has meant that a law degree is not necessary for qualification as a solicitor or barrister, and has perhaps made the law degree a lesser choice for some. For example many in the Bar, including the judiciary, have said that a degree in a subject other than law is preferable, as such graduates will make for better lawyers. The essence of this argument is that by studying outside of law the intending lawyer will gain a wider and deeper education, and can then focus on such knowledge as practice demands.

In contrast there have been those, such as an academic commenting on a LETR paper, who feel that the brief nature of the GDL was damaging to the image of law as a profession; here the depth and scope of intellectual attainment is presented as a key element of professionalism.
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The GDL has also been as restricting the development of the law degree— it acts as a ‘dead hand’ in so far as it represents a minimum set of requirements which in turn shape the QLD.

The Ormrod committee noted that a great many degrees other than law could provide training in analysis and the application of concepts to fact situations. Twining observed that

when practitioners emphasise the value of a broad education for intending lawyers, they frequently also indicate that it is of secondary importance whether or not it is in law. Some go so far as to say that a subject other than law is to be preferred for university study.

In his contribution to the Ditchley Conference Diplock LJ asked whether a graduate of any discipline other than law would need a three year course to learn such law as practice needed, a question at the heart of the debate around conversion courses and the balance of intellectual and practical knowledge in all law courses.

The ACLEC report stated that law must be a graduate profession. This meant primarily law graduates, but the Committee accepted the need for routes for non-law graduates and so supported the Common Professional Examination; it also recognised the need for experienced non-graduates having a route into the profession.

In considering various models for legal education, ACLEC discussed the ‘conversion’ model. It noted the evidence offered by practitioners that non-law graduates who had taken the Common Professional Exam often showed “broader and more flexible” approaches than law graduates. It also observed that such graduates, who had
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received their liberal education in a variety of disciplines, enriched the legal profession with a wide range of skills and experience.\textsuperscript{301}

These arguments were rehearsed again during the LETR research phase with ‘maturity’, ‘intellectual breadth’, ‘commitment,’ and ‘currency in knowledge’ being advanced as benefits to the professions of those who had studied a discipline other than law before taking the GDL.\textsuperscript{302}

**Control**

Who should define and manage legal education? The history of legal education has been in part a history of tension between lawyers and the academy\textsuperscript{303} and the accommodation by the academy of ‘professional demands.’\textsuperscript{304} Much of the tension in the debates can be traced to this- the professions’ desire to maintain control over legal education, at least in terms of what is accepted as qualifying someone for entrance to the profession and what form practical education should take.

The Inns system and the 17th-20th century self-directed apprenticeship based model with its emphasis on learning from and through practice, can be linked to a desire on the part of the professions to retain their social and cultural position through maintaining cohesion. Students of the law would be socialised through a long process of learning based on practical experience. They would come to absorb and identify with the social, cultural and legal views of those higher up in the profession.

At the time of the 1846 Select Committee many in the Bar were strongly arguing the benefits of chambers and practical learning.\textsuperscript{305} Were there to be lectures, they should be provided by the Inns.\textsuperscript{306} An exam to test competence was not needed; a poor barrister would not receive instructions, and so the public were protected from incompetence.\textsuperscript{307}

Some on the Ormrod committee felt that a practitioner law school was preferable to expanding provision in universities and colleges. A professional law school would be
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used to control by the profession, allowing it to meet its responsibilities of maintaining standards. Existing professional law schools, it was argued, had sufficient staff and could hire more if needed.

Spreading the vocational course over several institutions was not seen as an efficient use of resources. The allegedly limited nature of a professional law school was seen as being a positive, as contributing to the professional formation of future legal practitioners. The fact that many if not most students of the vocational course would be law graduates meant that they had already had the benefit of a broader university based educational environment.\footnote{Committee on Legal Education n5 68-69}

The Law Society repeated its conviction that the professional stage should take place at the College of Law.\footnote{Committee on Legal Education n5 144} The reasoning was the same as that of the Bar-control over access and content by the profession.

The claim to self-regulation has been regularly asserted, even in the face of government policy\footnote{Francis At the edge of law n20 142}. We can see this in the response of the Bar to the 2014 Ministry of Justice consultation on regulation, an outlook reflected in the Law Society's response.\footnote{For the consultation see https://consult.justice.gov.uk/digital-communications/legal-services-review. The Bar’s response is at http://www.barcouncil.org.uk/media/230629/legal_services_review_call_for_evidence_final_160913.pdf; that of the Law Society at http://www.lawsociety.org.uk/representation/policy-discussion/documents/regulation-of-legal-services-in-england-and-wales/}

The 1988 Marre Committee, representing the views of the Bar and Law Society, concluded that ‘the profession should remind its critics that there are fundamental differences between the provision of legal services and supply of other services.’\footnote{The Marre Committee, A time for change (The General Council of the Bar 1988) 28} It felt that self-regulation- including the regulation of legal education- was no worse than state regulation, and that any move away from self-regulation would be against the public interest.\footnote{The Marre Committee n312 29-30}

The Ormrod committee wanted professional and academic education to be more integrated. It is interesting that the Ormrod Committee reflected on the worries of some teachers in University law schools that such integration might lead to the
degree becoming too vocational. The committee observed that teachers wanted law to remain a liberal subject with, in the committee's words, only "the vocational bias inherent in a professional subject." Academic freedom is also important in so far as universities should be free to modify their curricula and teach in the way they see fit.

The ACLEC report saw the relationship between the professions and universities as one in which the professions were ‘regulators’ of the law degree rather than ‘partners’ in legal education, a role strengthened by the increased content prescription of the qualifying law degree, which inhibited development and variety in the law degree.

The freedom of universities in the academic stage were held to be “undermined” by the profession’s role in validating degrees as meeting the requirements for the academic stage. The foundations set out by the professions were seen as limiting innovation and promoting an undesirable uniformity of approach in law degrees.

As Birks noted, the ACLEC ideal did not come to pass, with the professions making unilateral changes to the foundation subjects and the wider recommendations of the report being ignored.

Birks saw this as being the result not only of professional control but of an “alliance” between professions and those in the universities who were ready to accept the profession’s position. He argued that the profession did not take legal education seriously, often expressing a preference for non-law graduates, and were happy to have a crammed coverage of the ‘foundation’ subjects as the basis of legal education.

The Hunt Review of the regulation of legal services was clear in its support for a high level of professional control over legal education. It recommended that the Joint Academic Stage Board conduct its own quality assessment of qualifying law degrees, and that the professional bodies be able to withdraw recognition if degrees not meet
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certain standards. The SRA was enjoined to keep law degree standards under continuous review.

The presence of the core subjects has acted as an expression of control by the profession. This degree of control over the law degree is seen by some to be based purely on assertion of authority; control for the sake of control, rooted in a set of ‘core’ topics which are of no special significance and the justification for which has been long forgotten. The current competency standard reviews hold out the chance to review the core and make it more relevant; the move to quality control of the law degree by higher education audit systems could also provide an opportunity to revisit the core in context of how practice is and should be reflected in the degree.

Alongside control over legal education there is the issue of control over higher education itself. Whilst governments publicly support the idea of academic freedom, the audit systems discussed earlier establish constraints on what universities can do; they also create incentives for certain activities and methods. In recent times the establishment of league tables and the requirement to provide a number of performance indicators in the form of Key Information Sets, with a particular emphasis on the employment destinations of graduates, has meant that activities and methods connected with practical / work based learning have become more important. This has meant that clinical programmes have increased in number and an emphasis on aligning law degrees with the needs of practice has shaped other aspects of the curriculum.

To deal with the issue of control a form of legal education council has often been proposed. The Ormrod report laid out a proposed structure for an advisory committee on legal education. The Lord Chancellor would be the chair and representatives of professional and academic bodies would be nominated by those bodies. There would also be a solicitor and a barrister to represent practitioners.
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Representatives of the practitioner schools would also be invited to the meetings of the committee.

The committee would not set standards, write curricula, or overseas legal education. Rather it would consult and advise.\textsuperscript{328} One of its key purposes would be maintaining communication between professional and academic bodies, which have the Ormrod Committee felt was crucial to the success of its proposed reforms.

As seen earlier an Advisory Council on Legal Education was created after the Ormrod Report, which brought together practitioners and academics. Despite producing a number of reports, by the time of the Benson Commission it was felt that the Council had not succeeded in its aims of creating a forum which commanded the attention and respect of those involved in legal education.\textsuperscript{329}

To correct this, the Benson Commission recommended a Joint Committee on Legal Education, headed by someone who was neither a legal academic nor a legal practitioner.\textsuperscript{330} It would have the same terms of reference as the Advisory Council; it would report to the professional bodies on "all matters affecting the education and training of candidates for entry to the legal profession."\textsuperscript{331} Such a council implicitly equates legal education with the preparation of legal professionals- it would not consider wider aspects of research in law.

The Marre Committee on the future of the legal profession proposed a Joint Legal Education Council.\textsuperscript{332} The committee founded after the Ormrod Report was replaced, as we have seen, by the ACLEC. This body recommended that it form a sub-committee- a Joint Legal Education and Training Committee; this group would review the standards for qualifying law degrees.\textsuperscript{333}

Recommendation 25 of LETR envisaged a legal education council as assisting with collaboration and sharing of information:
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A body, the ‘Legal Education Council’, should be established to provide a
forum for the coordination of the continuing review of LSET and to advise the
approved regulators on LSET regulation and effective practice.\textsuperscript{334}

It would enable ongoing review and reform of legal services education and training
and support an evidence-based approach to such work.

After the LETR the regulators have led the negative responses to the idea of a legal
education council, arguing that such a body would be an expensive talking shop and
complicate an already complex system.\textsuperscript{335} The regulators, and the LSB, have instead
said that they will develop co-operation around standards.

Along with a legal education council, a university of law appears frequently in
debates on legal education. In his evidence to the 1846 Select Committee, William
Empson\textsuperscript{336} argued that such a university should be formed by the Inns of Court.\textsuperscript{337} In
so doing the Inns would be returning to their original purpose, and the university
would benefit from their links to the courts and the judiciary. Andrew Amos argued
that without an involvement in education, the Inns lacked genuine purpose, and
should take up the task of educating lawyers in the practical elements of their
profession.\textsuperscript{338}

The 1854 Royal Commission argued that closer co-operation between the Inns
would be better for the Bar as a 'liberal profession' and to that end recommended
that they form a University which would set examinations and confer degrees; the
Inns would retain their individual nature as social organisations and offices for
practitioners.\textsuperscript{339}

The Commission commented on the low regard for law degrees amongst the
profession, and stated that a professional university conferring degrees might
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change this. The proposed University would manage the examinations for entrance to the Bar and also confer degrees in law.

Discussing the idea of a law University in his evidence to the Haldane Commission, Barrington raised the issue of professional control over such a body. Many people were looking for a legal education, and would not look favourably on one provided by the professional bodies. A law-only university would also suffer from the lack of contact with other subjects.

The value of legal education here lies not in its connection with forms of practice, but with its contribution to the wider educational needs of students, particularly those going into administration and diplomatic careers.

At a wider level these concerns relate to a rule of law understanding of legal education- the law is best served by liberally educated politicians, lawyers, and judges. Professionally focused education would militate against this by having too practical a focus.

Boon and Webb argue that opposition to a law university derived not only from professional concerns over control but also- on the part of solicitors- from the belief that a university education in law was not appropriate for the technical work of many lawyers.

Law and liberal education

The feeling amongst some academics that practice elements do not belong in a law degree are partly connected with issues of control over education, and partly with the ideal that law should provide a liberal education. We can express some of its essence in the words of Banks "legal education ought to be something more than learning cases and statutes and applying the law to the facts."
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In the 1846 Select Committee evidence, Thomas Starkie argued that a general law degree would be of great benefit to those who would be making and enforcing the law—future legislators and magistrates, a view which was echoed by Lord Brougham. Andrew Amos agreed, saying that instruction in law should be extended to all university students. Along with Brougham, Amos argued that the lack of a scientific/general legal education led to deficiencies in the magistracy and legislature. The focus on 'practicalities' in the early careers of lawyers crowded out the liberal approach valuable to the later career judge or parliamentarian. These arguments have been echoed in the rule of law based position we discussed earlier, whereby the law itself benefits from the widest possible education not only of its practitioners but of those who will make and administer the law.

Thomas Taylor put forward the view that a broad and liberal education was also of value to solicitors, as it would 'raise the tone' of that branch and produce more effective solicitors. Such a view can be connected to the emerging professionalisation movement within the attorney/solicitor body.

The 1854 Royal Commission held out 'an enlightened University education' as the best foundation for entry to a profession. An 'educated and enlightened Bar' is seen to be vital to the administration of justice, and so a liberal education allied to a reformed practical education was needed.

In his survey of legal education in 1966, Wilson observed that

many would argue that a liberal education is in any event the best form of preparation for a professional career, while it is also clear that a substantial
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The proportion of law graduates do not enter the profession on leaving university.

The Ormrod Report endorsed a comment from the Robins Committee on higher education, which argued that whilst universities may undertake some elements of practical training their main role was to develop the character of individuals. From this perspective the relationship between practice and education is seen as one in which the initial stage of education is broadly speaking knowledge and character formation of a liberal mode. Whilst practical issues may be covered and particular skills learned, this is in service to a deeper commitment to developing general skills and knowledge which can be applied in many areas. Practical vocational education as such happens at a later stage, and uses the insights, values and skills of the academic stage, rather than shaping them.

Peter Birks argued that 'society needs lawyers to have the vision and command which only a wide and liberal education can confer.' For Birks, the purpose of law schools is 'not so much to produce good lawyers as to add to the number of enlightened citizens'; in an echo of earlier concerns that legal education serve the wider legal world he argued that law schools also have "have a constitutional and law-making role."

Birks argued that the lawyer needs to have studied the law in depth, not just focus on what is needed for practice. However Birks does recognise that some connection with legal practice, particularly the work of the judiciary, is crucial to the law school.

The ACLEC 1997 report noted that many law students did not go into practice; the law degree, for them, functioned as preparation for a wide range of professions. The law degree could, and should, be allowed to develop as a liberal education as...
free as possible from practice constraints.\textsuperscript{366} At the head of its characteristics of legal education the report placed “[I]ntellectual integrity and independence of mind”—core elements of the general definition of a liberal education.\textsuperscript{367}

This approach was echoed by Martin George in his address to the 2013 CEPLER conference on legal education and the legal profession.\textsuperscript{368} George argued that the law degree has value separate from its connection with practice. With imaginative pedagogic approaches the creativity and wide applicability of the law can be shown to students. Such an approach could—whilst that is not its aim—take on practice elements, showing students the work of lawyers even as it critiques and contextualises them.

The LETR report also recognised that most law graduates do not become lawyers, and that higher education institutions may have aims other than preparation for practice for their law degrees.\textsuperscript{369}

**Content of the law degree**
Related to the issue of law as a liberal education is the question of whether a law degree should contain a core of material foundational to legal practice, or to the academic discipline of law— or indeed have a core at all?\textsuperscript{370}

In practical terms of the relationship between law degrees and the professional stage, the Ormrod Committee recommended that existing law degrees be recognised by the professional bodies. It did allow that the professional bodies could withdraw such recognition if the content of a law degree fell seriously short of what they considered appropriate.\textsuperscript{371} The Ormrod Report recommended that professional bodies should not define the content of any particular law degree before it exempted graduates of these degrees from the professional exam requirement.\textsuperscript{372}

The Ormrod Committee came out against reductions in the length of the law degree. The report argued that anything less than a three-year law degree could see a
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reduction in standards of education, and would also see people who were too young entering into the next stage of legal education. Here the content of the degree is important. Would anything less than three years be enough to cover all of the knowledge a law graduate requires? What is sacrificed in shorter degrees? Commentators such as Birks argued that shorter degrees which only covered 'core' knowledge would not be able to provide the depth of analysis required of a profession. A shorter law degree is seen to relate more to the idea of law as a form only of practice, a matter of routine and delimited application of discrete knowledge.

The solicitor's list of recommended elements of a law degree, presented to the Ormrod committee, included company and family law. The academic stage is here seen through a practitioner lens; solicitors could reasonably expect to undertake family work, and an understanding of company law would be important for future partners.

The Senate of the Inns of Court statement to the Ormrod Committee accepted that the academic stage would be primarily university based, but argued that the Council of Legal Education should retain control over what subjects be covered before a student could progress to the professional ('training') stage. The Senate observed the high level of similarity across law degrees, and welcomed collaboration with the Law Society on a joint list of core subjects. Implicit in this is the idea that whilst there are stages to qualification, and not all who pass through them will practice, the education provided must in some aspects conform to standards and schemes approved by the practitioner bodies.

The core or foundation subjects have been a source of controversy and debate. Birks described the legal professions as being at best indifferent, at worst actively hostile, to university legal education. He stated that

The fixed list of compulsory subjects is the most obvious symptom of an attitude to legal education which weakens English legal science. We will never
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have strong law schools in this country while the professions continue to
disavow them, repeatedly declaring their preference for non-law graduates
and boiling the subject down to this miserable list of now seven compulsory
subjects.\textsuperscript{378}

The focus on a core, Birks argued, is detrimental to a wider view of law and to the
development of optional subjects.\textsuperscript{379} The core has been described as limiting the
development of the undergraduate degree and the vocational stage.\textsuperscript{380} In terms of
the academic stage it acts as a limit as, in the form of the one year postgraduate
conversion course, it defines "what can reasonably be expected of a law degree."\textsuperscript{381}

Birks does not argue that legal practice cannot form any part of a law degree. He
observed that a law degree which took no notice of legal practice would be one
which was a 'contradiction in terms.'\textsuperscript{382} Legal practice as a field of study can be seen
to be constitutive of law as an academic discipline, with the work of lawyers and
judges being a site of analysis and critique. In this way practice can be
accommodated within the law degree; it is not a practical degree, in the sense that
practice is the object and not the aim of study.

The ACLEC First Report argued that legal education needed to be 'broad and
intellectually challenging' to support the rule of law and democracy.\textsuperscript{383} Any law
degree needed to take into account the range of careers into which graduates
moved, not simply focus on legal practice.\textsuperscript{384} It rejected an earlier idea that the law
degree should aim at having enough content that the vocational stage could be as
short as possible; this was not consonant with the idea of a law degree as a
foundation for a range of careers.\textsuperscript{385}

To support the liberal aims of their proposals, the Committee were strongly in favour
of a four year degree, and opposed to any shortening of the time needed.\textsuperscript{386} A longer
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degree allows for greater reflection on learning and the development of a mature outlook on the law. The three year degree, whilst preferable to any shorter a period, was seen as limiting some of the possibilities for reflection and development.\textsuperscript{387}

Whilst 'practical' subjects have not historically formed part of the law degree\textsuperscript{388}, the core represents the interests of the professions. There has not been detailed content prescription, with the academy free to interpret the core as they would, but the influence of professional views can be seen in the development of the core and in the broad outlines of core classes in many institutions.

In its assessment of perspectives on the existing system, the LETR found that 79\% of those responding were in favour of keeping the qualifying law degree.\textsuperscript{389} Most also saw that there was value in keeping the liberal and professional aspects of the qualifying law degree; there was a need to balance these sometimes seen to be competing demands.\textsuperscript{390}

When looking at how elements of legal education are valued, it is clear from the LETR report that procedure and ethics are seen as most important by practitioners. Those areas which might be thought of as characterising a liberal education, for example jurisprudence, psychology, and socio-legal studies are all very far down in the hierarchy.\textsuperscript{391}

The question then is where are those skills covered? The report observed that students paying fees may begin to demand more employment and skills focused content in their degrees.\textsuperscript{392} The Bar expressed concerns that any shift to greater skills coverage would pose a threat to what it saw as the key role of the law degree, to provide "academic knowledge and intellectual (analytical) skills."\textsuperscript{393}

In terms of the qualifying law degree, the report stated that the “balance between foundations of legal knowledge” and the “statement of knowledge and skills within the joint statement” should be reviewed. In this area the LETR recommended that “a broad content specification should be introduced for the foundation subjects.”
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At present there is no particular content specification for the foundation subjects. It is left to individual institutions to determine what was included in the teaching of the foundation subjects. As in the pre-Ormrod situation a broad consensus has emerged as to what their content should be, in part shaped by practice interests but also shaped by general academic interest and the understanding of the shape and nature of these foundation subjects which has evolved.

Whilst the LETR notes the many purposes of the qualifying law degree, the undergraduate law degree is recognised as having value in preparation for practice in terms of the development of 'intellectual and critical skills' as well as legal knowledge. Balancing these demands is in many ways the core of the story of the law degree, stretching back to the demands for a ‘science’ of law in the 19th century.

**Summary**
From its earliest times to the present, legal education has thrown up a number of questions.

Who should be in control of legal education? Historically the professions have exercised close control, but the emergence of the law degree has seen some of that control moving to the academy. In addition, the state has played its part through legislating for the education and training of lawyers, and most recently through its policies with regard to services.

Where should lawyers be taught? Initially lawyers learned in institutions organised and controlled by lawyers- first the Inns, then practice settings when apprenticeship became the main mode of legal learning.

The decline of the Inns as educational bodies left practitioners with no organised body to co-ordinate the reform of legal education which the 19th century reform plans required. The universities were not well placed to take up this role, and the practitioners were not wholly positive towards a greater role for them in any event. This meant that the academy did not establish itself as an unchallenged site of education for lawyers, facing as they did the condescension of some in the profession and competition from renewed attempts at formal education by the Inns and the Law Society.

---
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The changed view towards degrees in the 20th century saw the law degree and thus the academy become an important site of learning and the creation and maintenance of professional identity. Some degree of control was thus given up, but not entirely; professional exams and their descendants, the core, represent a continued exercise of control by the profession.

What should lawyers be taught? The stress on practical knowledge by the solicitors in the 19th century stood in contrast with the 'academic' emphasis of the Bar. This division was somewhat closed by the creation of the single law degree. It can be argued that the creation of a single law degree for two divergent professions represents the triumph of the 'science' and academic view of law, along with the social status of the degree.

Claims to an area of work were based on the extent of study required, even though that study might not reflect the work actually done. As the nature of law work shifts, particularly for solicitors, the law degree has come to seem over engineered and distant from practice realities. The law degree finds itself in a no man's land, neither thoroughly practical nor wholly academic, as it is trying to do too many things for too many people.

Behind all these questions is the question of what legal education is. Is it education for practice or an education in law which could have many applications, one of which is practice?

---
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Conclusions

Histories
Twining argues that the English legal education system can only be understood as a product of its histories- the compromises, the lacunae, the inconsistencies.\(^{396}\) It can also be seen as a product of tensions and misunderstandings - the 'uneasy alliance'\(^ {397}\)-between academics and practitioners.\(^ {398}\)

In all of these histories, external factors such as the state of the economy and the approaches of the state to legal professionals and their work have been as important as the debates and tensions between practitioners and academics.\(^ {399}\)

As we have seen in the discussion of themes certain ideas and controversies recur in discussions about legal education.

The value of a formal legal education for some practitioners- attorneys and solicitors- has been questioned as these sectors have been seen as practical and so the education needed for them should be practical also.

Formal education has also been seen as a potential barrier to entrants. Both the Bar and solicitors have stressed the value of keeping routes to their professions open to all who could do the work.\(^ {400}\)

Education has been valued for its status granting role. A degree, of whatever subject, came to be seen as granting social status and was also an element in the jurisdictional claims of the professionalization of solicitors and barristers.

Legal education has also been seen as part of the legal system. Legal education for politicians, civil servants, and magistrates has been held out as an important part of supporting the rule of law. Well trained magistrates would make better decisions; legally informed politicians would draft better laws. Legal education is seen as being wider than the education of legal practitioners.

---
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\(^{400}\) Historically ‘all’ meant ‘white men’ of a certain standing
We can argue then that the history of the relationship between legal education and legal practice in England can be seen as a process of moving from a system in which vocational and academic elements were fused as part of a broad sense of practice. This is the system which led to the Inns. In these earliest stages legal education was the province of legal practitioners. Those who led the moots, gave readings, and wrote texts had practised in the courts—indeed many continued to practice, and others served as judges. The academic lawyers were to be found in the law faculties of Oxford and Cambridge, where they taught civil and canon law—not the common law practised in the courts in London, which was the focus of the Inns.

With the end of the Inn system legal education entered a stage in which education was the responsibility of individuals, from the end of the 17th century to the mid-19th century. At this time practice was in itself the education, again provided by practitioners via apprenticeship and legal texts.

For a long time, academic lawyers had little status with the profession, and indeed within the academy.401 To give one example when giving evidence to the Haldane Commission, Cozens-Hardy MR spoke slightingly of the law faculty in the University of London, saying that they had no professional rank and so could not command respect from the profession.402

By the 19th century the bar had strong control over access,403 with practice knowledge being a relatively low key element; for solicitors practice was a stronger aspect of their education, and was a key part of their professionalisation.405

For barristers and solicitors the process of professionalisation began in the 19th century alongside the development of capitalism and the emphasis on scientific knowledge and the development of modern legal professionalism; this settlement held until the renegotiations triggered by the reform drive of the 1980s.406

402 Royal Commission on University Education in London. (Cd. 5166, 1910) 70
403 Abel ‘The decline of professionalism?’ n277 2
404 Abel ‘The decline of professionalism?’ n277 4-6
405 Abel argues that solicitors were not a profession prior to the 19th century, as they were regulated by the courts; the creation of organisations such as the Law Society was a key element in the professionalisation of solicitors—Abel ‘The decline of professionalism?’ n277 32-33
406 Abel ‘The rise of professionalism’ n20 83; Filippo Ranieri, “From status to profession: the professionalisation of lawyers as a research field in modern European legal history”(1989) 10 The
As part of such negotiations some professions can claim expertise in elements of the work of another profession, laying claim to 'the cultural capital of practice.'

Academic lawyers can be seen to have used this strategy. The legal academy built on the aspirations to scientific knowledge of the 19th century reformers, serving the professionalisation of lawyers by explicating and systematising the ever changeful law. This process worked in tandem with the later expansion of higher legal education to establish professional claims to mastery of difficult knowledge.

With the development of law schools after WWII the English law school emerges as a stronger presence and the legal profession becomes a predominantly graduate profession.

The professionalisation of the law has been seen as ‘incomplete’ – particularly in terms of the absence of a single and definitive route to practice and the challenge from the consumerist and free market ideals of successive governments have served to further undermine its development.

The law has never been a graduate only profession, much less a law graduate only profession. In its nineteenth century moves towards professionalism the legal profession saw the degree as a symbol of learning and science; recognition was given to any degree. As law degrees were not necessary and offered no particular advantage, they did not attract significant numbers of students. As a result the common law academy was slow to develop, and did so in the shadow of practice demands and professional ambivalence.

It was only with the post-war expansion of higher education that the law degree begins to attract significant numbers and support. Degrees were made mandatory in 1971 by the Bar and 1979 by solicitors; the CPE allowed for non-law graduates, but the law degree emerged as the principal degree for intending lawyers.

---
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Approaches to the law degree
A key tension in legal education is that between vocational and liberal education.\textsuperscript{413} Cownie noted that there is a continuum of responses to the question “do law schools exist to train lawyers or to offer a liberal legal education?”\textsuperscript{414} Jackling defined the end points of this continuum:

the "academic" view is that undergraduate training in law has to do with teaching law as a discipline, and whether graduates practise in law is largely irrelevant. Training is not "necessarily for the narrow profession of law".

The "practice" view is that the prime purpose of an orthodox law course is to train legal practitioners.\textsuperscript{415}

Building on this we can identify two broad approaches to law degree. The first is based in the ideal that education is a process of self-development, a form of critical engagement with a topic, not a preparation for a career.\textsuperscript{416} In this model the goal of higher education is to develop critically aware graduates who have the capacity to adapt and learn. What is required of lawyers is that they first engage in a deep and critical engagement with a subject -which may not be law - before they turn to 'practical' issues.

This, in broad terms, is the 'liberal education' approach. The idea of liberal education covers a variety of approaches and concepts, but we can identify a set of themes common to them all. Here we will cover the broad outlines of its nature and development, with a focus on its application as a concept in legal education.

Perhaps most importantly, in liberal education models education is seen as a good thing in itself; it is its own goal and measure. To study a subject, no matter how recondite, is worthy. There is no necessary connection between academic study and practical application, rather the outcome- that of an educated individual- is the aim. What students do with their knowledge is a separate matter.

\textsuperscript{413} Faulconbridge and Muzio 'Symposium' n12 1338; Thornton 'Legal education' n40 24
\textsuperscript{414} Cownie Stakeholders n30 2
\textsuperscript{415} Noel Jackling, “Academic and practical legal education: where next?” [1996] 4 Journal of Professional Legal Education 1, 4. Jackling himself was in favour of an approach which prepared students for legal practice; see also Thornton 'The new knowledge economy' n6 275
\textsuperscript{416} Guth and Ashford n4 6
Broadening out from this base, education is seen to be (part of) a process of personal development and self-realisation. By engaging with a subject, exploring its meaning, and discussing and debating that subject with others, the individual comes to a better understanding of themselves and the world they live in. They come to better understand their ways of seeing and acting in the world, the ways of seeing and doing of others, the flaws that such approaches can have, and how to allow for them. Knowledge of a particular subject is secondary to this knowledge of self and others. In this sense, the actual subject is not important - as noted above, it can be highly rarefied and obscure, of little or no 'practical' application.

This self-development does have an outward element. A liberal education is part of preparation for meaningful engagement with society. It is preparation for a role, as opposed to a job; it creates critical and self-aware individuals prepared to contribute to society as a whole through such work as they may undertake. In this sense a liberal education can have a 'vocational' element, in so far as it links with work roles; but it is not preparation for those roles, and any discussion of vocational elements is subsumed within the broader liberal education project.\(^{417}\)

The liberal approach to law is in part an aspect of the university movement of the late 19\(^{th}\) century, with its emphasis on the detached and scientific pursuit of knowledge as opposed to the 'mechanical' pursuit of education for trades (and even professions.)

The common observation that a great many law students do not go on to practice law is part of the argument for a more liberal approach to the law degree.\(^{418}\)

Liberal education aims at building connections and insights, as opposed to the collection and cataloguing of isolated facts.\(^{419}\) Thus it looks not simply to instruct students - in this case law students - in knowledge which can be applied, but also to create a critical approach to that which is covered, with a view to enabling its

\(^{417}\) Guth and Ashford n4 7
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recipients to contribute to the development of society and to act as positive agents in
the legal system, if that is where they find themselves.\footnote{420}

In this way legal practice can be part of a liberal education, for from the liberal
education perspective practical learning within the degree is not seen as wholly
negative.\footnote{421} However, any coverage of the vocational elements of law must feed into
the broader aims of the liberal arts law degree rather than being a goal in
themselves.\footnote{422}

Its rejection of employability as the key goal of higher education, and its emphasis
instead on personal development, allows the liberal approach to form a base for a
broader critique of instrumental approaches to education and of government
interference in the life of the academy.\footnote{423}

Education is a ‘public good,’ not a private transaction between student and
provider.\footnote{424} The perceived value of law degrees is seen as a defence against
pragmatic or vocational oriented changes; law degrees are already seen as valuable
and 'marketable' by students and employers and so should not need to change to
become so.\footnote{425}

Practical or vocational approaches are rooted in older conceptions of the
appropriateness of practice modes for practical work, with neo-liberal conceptions of
education as investment and students / employers as consumers being a more
recent element.

When applied to legal education a vocational approach is one in which teaching and
curriculum design are geared primarily towards forms of legal practice. As is the
situation at present, students would learn such law as deemed important by the legal
professions, but they would also develop skills that would fit them for legal work.
There would be a strong emphasis on real world experience, whether through
simulation or live client clinics and student placements in law firms. Skills such as

\footnotesize{\footnote{420}{Ward n325}
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\footnote{423}{Bradney 'Ivory towers' n173 9}
\footnote{424}{Bradney 'English university law schools' n33 65}
\footnote{425}{Bradney 'English university law schools' n33 68-69}}
advocacy, document writing, legal research, negotiation, and project management would be central.

What is legal education?
At issue is the definition of ‘legal education.’ Who is being educated and for what? If it is taken in its widest sense it can mean the study of any body of laws or form of legal practice or system of ideas relating to law; and so the study of law can encompass a number of things. If it is taken in a narrower sense it means preparation for legal practice. One produces people who have studied law; the other produces people ready to practise it.

We have seen that many law graduates do not enter the legal profession, but use the law degree as a respected and broad education when entering other fields of graduate work; this echoes the situation in the high days of the Inns, when the time spent and knowledge gained there were for many part of their preparation for their role in society.

A law degree, or academic study of law in general, has been seen by many not to be sufficient legal education in itself; an example being Edward Creasy at the 1846 Select Committee, who argued that only practical study and experience could prepare someone for the rigours of practice. In the same report we see the view of Robert Maugham, who argued that it might be possible for different 'levels' of education to be offered, as appropriate to the work to be undertaken.

Looking beyond the practice of law, the 1846 report saw the lack of an academic lawyer cadre as a negative consequence of the absence of formal legal education. The lack of a group of specialists dedicated to the study of law had an effect not only on legal education but on the law itself, through poor law drafting for example. We can see here a widening of the idea of what legal education was, from a practice orientation to one in which education in law was valuable beyond its fitting people for legal work.

---
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At the 1854 Royal Commission by Sir Fitzroy Kelly, Treasure of Lincoln's Inn argued that a 'general' system of legal education was of no benefit; as long as the character of the applicant were right, and the Bar could be assured of their previous liberal education, the best form of legal education was still study and work in a practice setting.

Here we can see an implicit distinction between liberal education and legal education. A liberal education was desirable, but it was something to be got before legal education, generally through university study. Kelly supported an examination to establish the liberal educational credentials of intending barristers, but was against an examination in legal knowledge; he felt that such an exam might put off otherwise worthy candidates. He put forward the market argument, that as a referral profession the Bar had a built in guarantee against poor or ill educated practitioners - they would get no work. He was clear that the best form of legal education was reading and working in a practitioner's office.

In giving evidence to the Haldane Commission, Headlam said that the role of a university law school was to “promote the study of law as a general discipline.” This reflects a commitment to the 'science' of law and the study of law from an academic standpoint without regard to specific forms of practice.

At the Ditchley Conference Diplock LJ stated that 'education for the practice of the law' related to the education of intending solicitors and barristers. He noted that the majority of legal work, at least in the earliest stages of a lawyer's career, does 'not demand the intellectual qualities of philosopher-kings'; rather it requires a careful attention to detail and sufficient knowledge of the law.

He went on to comment that even at the highest levels of practice, much work is 'humdrum'; so whilst high intellectual attainment is of value, the ability to carry out routine tasks is the key outcome of legal education. This raises the question of the
value of a degree to people engaged in such activities- is the degree there for those who will ‘rise above’ the humdrum and become leading advocates and judges?

Diplock LJ observed that there were many elements of the “humdrum” work of lawyers which would be of little interest to those law students not intending to practice. Universities might not want to take on the teaching of such subjects, particularly considering how many law students did not wish to go on to practice.\textsuperscript{437} This view offers one answer to Dicey’s question\textsuperscript{438} as to the appropriateness of law as a university subject, one which is sceptical as to the value of a law degree for many practitioners.

In its contribution to the Ormrod Committee, the Society of Public Teachers of Law (SPTL) was clear that preparing future practitioners was not the only role of university legal education.\textsuperscript{439} Most law graduates did not then- as is still the case now- go on to practice law.\textsuperscript{440} To fit law degrees to practitioner needs would be ‘retrogressive.’\textsuperscript{441} To maintain the general place of law in universities, law faculties must be free to pursue research and teaching as they saw fit.\textsuperscript{442}

The SPTL followed the Bar and Law Society in envisaging a two stage process of law degree followed by vocational study. Where it differed was in its emphasis on the freedom of universities to set their own curricula and assessment patterns, free from constraints set by the profession.\textsuperscript{443}

The more expansive visions of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century reformers and academics such as Twining have not been brought into reality. Law is not a wide ranging education for administrators and lawmakers, either as the law degree or as an element in wider education.

This being said, the liberal vision remains as an example and site of resistance, particularly to neo-liberalism within universities. It offers a way of interpreting such
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reports as Dearing in terms of possibility and challenge, and the chance to incorporate practice linked learning in a critical and engaging way.

Moving beyond the divide?
How to reconcile the liberal tradition with the demands of the world of business is one of the perennial problems of University education and "[P]ossibly of all University subjects law faces the basic dilemma in its most acute form." 444

How can the broad social demand for educated professionals be reconciled with the desire of the representatives of those professionals for people prepared for practice? When, and how, are the needs of the office and the court to be dealt with?

There are approaches to legal education which reflect an attempt to move beyond a liberal / vocational divide. 445 There is a desire to be both liberal and practical.

Partington, for example, argued that

there is no contradiction between the highest standards of legal scholarship and practical utility. Being interested in practical issues does not compromise academic integrity. To the contrary: in many areas of law - especially those dominated by statute and regulation - an adequate understanding of the law can only be achieved by an understanding of how the law operates in practice. 446

Kahn-Freund observed that '[T]here is in fact no contradiction between the needs of an academic professional education and those of vocational training.' 447 Kahn-Freund argued that the idea of a separation between professional and liberal education had ‘bedevilled’ discussions on legal education. 448

He referred back to Blackstone’s argument that an education rooted in practice alone would be limited and limiting; lawyers would have no understanding of legal

444 Twining Law in context n292 65
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principles and so operate in a mechanical fashion. Blackstone believed that the common law could be approached as a system of general propositions and rules, and thus amenable to academic study. This view was opposed by writers such as Reeves, who saw the common law as its procedures and forms of action, best learned in practice.

Kahn-Freund observed that both Blackstone and his 19th century successor Dicey did not entertain the idea that only practice was worthy, but nor did they believe that anything which savoured of the practical was to be abjured.

At the 1967 Ditchley Conference the academic contributors observed that the distinction between 'academic' and 'practical' topics was “artificial.”; in brief, academic legal education should enable students to understand the basics of the legal system, its processes, and the links between law and other subjects.

Pue characterised the role of university of legal education as seeking to 'provide a practically useful, pragmatic, trade training, as part of a liberal education.' The challenge for law is to balance on the 'narrow ledge' between a deep but irrelevant liberal education and a relevant but dull vocational course. There is a perceived value to the public in having broadly educated individuals working as lawyers.

Savage and Watt see the university law school as connecting academic lawyers with practitioners. They refer to this as the ‘house of intellect’ model, one room of which could house a ‘scholarly law degree.’

Savage and Watt argued that academic lawyers and practitioners have many goals in common, in particular maintaining standards in the face of increasing commercialism, and indeed should see themselves as part of one profession. In a
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later paper Watt was clear that the tension or choice between vocational and liberal education was a “false dichotomy.”⁴⁶¹ Liberal study could- and should- sit alongside work with practitioners.

William Twining’s approach can also be seen as rejecting the apparent choice between a purely liberal model and a purely vocational approach to legal education.⁴⁶² Such a choice is presented as being at best misguided and at worse inimical to the creation of effective legal education⁴⁶³. Twining argued that there is no necessary incompatibility between the development of generic intellectual skills and realising the essential values of a general liberal education; ⁴⁶⁴ transferable skills are seen as part of the liberal idea. Liberal education and a skills based education are congruent in so far as both are aiming at 'intellectual skills' rather than particular aptitudes.

Twining sees legal education in very broad terms, taking in not only the education of lawyers but also the teaching of legal matters in schools, the training of judges, and the education in law of non-lawyers; a law school could contribute to any and all of these activities.⁴⁶⁵ He distinguished the preparation of professionals with the idea of 'lawyer education', arguing that

the term lawyer education, though ungainly, has the merit of separating off those aspects of legal education which are concerned with preparation for a career as a professional lawyer from those which have other objectives.⁴⁶⁶

Such a view short-circuits the practice / education dichotomy by widening out the purview of legal education through a particular definition of legal education. In this view legal education is a collection of activities, some of which relate to professional formation (lawyer education), others to areas such as liberal education and public legal education. Twining was clear that academic lawyers needed to maintain as

---
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wide a view of legal education as possible, and not just focus on professional competencies.\textsuperscript{467}

This approach reflects a commitment on the part of law schools to supporting the work of the legal profession, but also suggests a certain distance from the profession. It does so by arguing that whilst law schools form part of the professional formation of future lawyers, they also provide a space for critique of the practices of the legal profession and the legal system. By providing space for research into the workings of the legal system, and spreading awareness of that research into the profession and throughout the wider society law schools act as a generalised think tank for the legal system as a whole.

For Twining the legal system incorporates all legal actions and relations, and as such any research or teaching in these areas fits into `legal education.' What makes it `lawyer education' is the narrowing of focus to the work of lawyers, be it in courts or in the production of legal documents and management of affairs.

Twining sees part of the problem lying with the retreat of academics from all but the academic stage of legal education:

> Here an opportunity has been missed. If law teachers collectively take themselves seriously as educators they can expect to be accepted as experts on all aspects of legal education rather than as interested stakeholders fighting to preserve primary legal education from outside `interference'.\textsuperscript{468}

Law schools are broader than the education of lawyers; "]A]s institutions dedicated to the advancement, stimulation, and dissemination of learning about law, they have a key role to play in the national system as a whole."\textsuperscript{469} As we have seen this is a view with roots in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century reform movements, which also linked the wider study of law with the effective workings of the system as a whole.

It can be argued that the law degree- and legal education more widely- is built on an \textit{individualist} approach, focusing on what individuals need to know and do in order to perform effectively as lawyers. The approach taken by Twining is a \textit{systemic}
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approach, looking at what the legal-political system needs as a whole. Some would go to law school to begin their career as lawyers; others would take a law degree as part of their education for public service; yet others would use the law degree as a basis for careers in business or as entrepreneurs. Law schools would also support research into law drafting, law reform, and legal practice as part of their role within the legal system.

This approach would decouple legal education from the ‘internal’ professional projects of solicitors and barristers and link them to a wider ‘external’ project in which the professionalism of lawyers and academics is linked to the wider legal system.

Such a broad vision may have been undermined by the current stress on employability and applied knowledge.

Futures

The future shape of legal education will be determined by the actions of government ministers, regulators, educators, students, and the legal professions.

Following a wide ranging consultation the Ministry of Justice announced that there would be no changes to legal services regulation in the near future. This could of course change after the 2015 general election, but it is unlikely that the general ideas of the LSA 2007 will be changed, and so consumerism and efficiency will remain key to legal services regulation and so remain important to legal education. The current audit regime in higher education might change in form, but it is unlikely to change its focus on the consumer based orientation of key information sets and league tables.

There has been differentiation within the legal professions for some time and it has been argued that in the wake of the LSA 2007 legal services are becoming more diverse and opening up new types of work and service. These changes will require changes in regulation, but legal education is not keeping up.
The commonality assumed in the current system no longer holds.\textsuperscript{475} The change from relative homogeneity of practice and organisational form\textsuperscript{476}, to one in which many lawyers are employees in a workforce\textsuperscript{477}, may need to be reflected in changes to education\textsuperscript{478}. The standard towards which education aims will be that of competence, not the attainment of a particular set of qualifications.\textsuperscript{479}

The frontline regulators, as we have seen, are working on their future education plans. It is likely that the staged approach will remain, but elements could change; for example the vocational courses could be radically redesigned or even abandoned. The academic stage will still have to deal with the issue of how to deal with practice issues, and indeed whether it should do so.

The development of competency frameworks could lead to greater practice integration as degree providers seek to demonstrate the value of their courses to prospective lawyers. This would be a continuation of current trends in many courses, where clinical modules and work related learning have become key elements of the law degree.

The continued popularity of the law degree and its high standing may counter some of these trends, as law could be sold as a good general degree.

Different types of law degree could emerge. We have already seen the development of sector and firm specific forms of legal education, such as the City LPC.\textsuperscript{480} Changes at regional and global levels could have an effect on the content and delivery of qualifications, another example of the impact of neoliberalism with its emphasis on openness and transnational regulatory systems.\textsuperscript{481}

There are already two year LLBs\textsuperscript{482}, and degrees which integrate the LPC.\textsuperscript{483} The types of degree offered could vary depending on the institutions, with post-92 and
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new universities feeling under greater pressure to develop practice ready and relevant programmes.

Students are still applying to take law degrees despite the cost of HE. However the changing nature of law work and the difficulties in securing highly remunerative jobs may lead some to take other routes, especially as these are developed post-LETR. Higher apprenticeships and CILEX qualifications have both been promoted on the basis of their ‘learn while you earn’ nature.

The LETR noted the need for “substantial professional agreement” with any proposed reforms to legal education. The complex nature of the professions, and the changing nature of their work, may mean that agreement with change will vary according to the professionals in question; and future changes in regulation could well change the form of the legal professions.

The state has taken on the role not only of co-creator and legitimiser of professional claims, but of critiquing and seeking to reign in or adjust those claims to bring them into line with the wider focus on managerial and commercial values. The creation of the LSB is seen to have undermined self-regulation, in so far as it is accountable to government and not the profession.

Challenges from legislative change and consumer pressure are held to be having an effect on the jurisdictional settlements of the established legal professions, opening up opportunities. For example, existing groups may seek to extend their areas of work (such as happened with legal executives) or new groups may claim professional status based on the work they have taken over (as is happening with paralegals.) In turn such changes could lead to new demands in education, as can be seen in the provision of legal apprenticeships for paralegals and the growing provision of CILEX qualifications.

Francis describes the current field of legal professionalism as one characterised by fragmentation, change, competition, and a difficult relationship between the
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professions and universities.\textsuperscript{489} This has led to a 'contingent legal professionalism'\textsuperscript{490}, one which may admit a range of professionalisms - which in turn could underpin and validate the emerging range of educational options.

Professionalism may be relevant for a 'limited elite' in the future\textsuperscript{491}, although the claims of professionalism from paralegal groups in England indicate a possible extension of professionalism in the legal sphere.\textsuperscript{492}

'Cultural capital' plays a role in career outcomes\textsuperscript{493}, with school career and university reputation often meaning more than degree classification\textsuperscript{494}. It may also allow for some institutions to be more free to pursue liberal education aims.\textsuperscript{495}

**Summary**

The law degree has been a site of conflicting demands and played a role in a complex process of professionalization, both for lawyers and academics. A degree of control was given to academics by practitioners, but this was not a surrender of total control; academics inherited some of the demands of the professional exams in the form of the core.

This has meant that a conflict of aspirations has been built into the law degree; it looks two ways, towards the liberal aspirations of the academy and the practical needs of lawyers. The latter element has been to the fore in recent times owing to the policy priorities of government and the demands of students for returns on their financial investment.

Whilst the law degree inherited the aspirations of the nineteenth century reformers, that there should be an initial academic stage of liberal character, it also inherited the demand for practice relevance. The requirements of the professional examinations found expression in the common elements of the early law degrees, which were then formalised as 'the core' in the post-Ormrod settlement. To adapt the words of Maitland, the ghosts of the professional exams continue to haunt the degree.
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The current law degree can be seen to be a solution to a specific set of problems of the 19th century- the lack of status and general education of solicitors and the lack of general legal knowledge of the Bar- and the importance of degrees as markers of professional status in the 20th century. In this sense the professions themselves can be seen to be haunted by their own past; the degree and its lawyers are 19th and 20th century solutions which do not fit well with 21st century realities.\textsuperscript{496}

The law degree has something of an identity crisis- it has been a part of diverse professional projects, a site of tension over perspectives on the role of higher education, a vehicle for government policy in areas as diverse as education and the delivery of professional services, and subject of the hopes and desires of students.

With all of these demands, and the changes which fuel them, the very idea of a single form of law degree no longer holds.\textsuperscript{497} The range of work undertaken by solicitors, and the forms of business in which they perform that work has changed even since Ormrod; the Bar has taken to direct access and is looking into alternative business structures. CILEX practitioners can go onto become solicitors, paralegals are aiming at professional status. Behind all of this are the competency standards being developed by the legal professions, and the challenges they present to law schools; will they seek to incorporate them, as they incorporated the professional exams of an earlier time?

The changed fee system of higher education and the organisation of law work may make a law degree of any form a less attractive option for many potential students. As fewer law jobs demand degree level education, and learn-as-you-earn becomes more attractive, apprenticeship and CILEX style approaches will draw off some students who in the past may have gone to law school.

Even as student recruitment to law degrees remains steady, their demands on the degree are changing; with the introduction of fees there is pressure to make degrees more practice focused to provide a return on the ‘investment.’ In Bradney’s words
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Law schools will become more vocationally driven because this is the easiest way of convincing ‘student customers’ that the fees that they will pay will be a sound investment.\(^{498}\)

These effects are likely to be unevenly distributed. Institutions with historically high social-cultural capital can offer their students a share in that capital; practical elements to their learning are of less importance, and new forms of educational delivery could allow students at these institutions to gain practice elements via intensive online modes\(^{499}\).

The impact may be felt in both solicitor and barrister professions, but on different bases. As the SRA creates more routes into the profession, so the law degree may become less attractive to some, who can gain the day one knowledge and skills competencies through other routes such as CILEX and other work based modes\(^{500}\). To counter this some institutions may feel compelled to include practical competency elements alongside the knowledge based ones.

The Bar may develop its historic position of favouring non-law graduates and so for intending barristers the law degree will be less attractive.

Professions and all such ‘claims to jurisdiction’ are inherently contingent and contestable.\(^{501}\) Such changeability makes too strong a link between forms of practice and education problematic; to follow the competency standards of today could well simply entrench the contingent settlement of the moment. Moving the law degree away from a formal relationship with qualification for legal practice could allow for a greater degree of flexibility in the degree, whilst leaving room for a critical appreciation of the world of legal work.

The current volatile situation represents an opportunity to positively reimagine the law degree. The proposed shift of management of the law degree to the higher education regulators could make this easier. Universities could move away from an
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approach rooted in the core subjects and the connection with the practice of barristers and solicitors as the Joint Statement will no longer be what they are assessed against.

Legal work, as discussed earlier, would still be an important part of the degree- but as a topic of discussion and critique, and looking at all forms of law work, not just the forms encoded in the current core. A new law degree could also incorporate the social, technological and international changes affecting the legal professions, offering both experience in and a critique of such developments.502

As we have seen there are approaches to legal education which can support such a re-imagining, which see the liberal and practical education able to exist side by side, and hold out a vision in which practice informs education and education contributes to practice. Practice and education are not seen as inimical elements of a tension which must be resolved in favour of one or the other, but as mutually supportive elements in a creative tension which supports the aims of the academy, the professions, and the legal system as a whole.

Seeing the law school in a systemic light in the manner of the nineteenth century reformers, rather than as providers of employability led qualifications to consumer individuals, is an important element in such a development. Law schools would act as part of the system for producing legal practitioners and they would support the work of the legal system through their wider educational and research work, including study and critique of legal practice.

This approach could also help bring legal academics and practitioners together in a critique of the neoliberal agenda which has challenged the claims of both groups. The link to practice would be developed not simply in narrow terms of ‘employability’ but in wider terms of personal and social development, and would not be limited to the practice demands of any one professional group.

Developing a shared sense of stewardship over legal education, with the law degree valued as one element in building the ‘strong and independent’ legal profession called for by the LSA 2007, could provide a base for co-operation between the academy and the professions. Such co-operation- sadly lacking in much of legal

502 The Law Without Walls project is an example of this- http://www.lawwithoutwalls.org/
education’s history—would focus on the value of graduates to the legal professions and the value both of the law degree and of the wider educational and research work of law schools.

In such a vision, the tensions built into the law degree are eased by moving from the problematic embedding of historic practice needs via the core subjects and more recent employability led elements in clinical legal education. The law degree when freed from practice constraints would allow for a greater range of approaches across and within law degrees. There would be no single vision of what a law degree should teach or an assumption that law graduates will enter the legal professions. This would allow law schools to develop degrees as they wish, with some opting to incorporate practice elements and others perhaps stressing elements such as social justice, public legal education, or research. This would realise the vision, repeated from 1846 to the ACLEC, of the law degree as a broad and liberal education focused on law; one which takes legal practice seriously, but is not defined or limited by it.

Law schools and their degrees would act as the many rooms of a varied ‘house of intellect’ supporting the legal profession and the wider legal system.

Further lines of research
There are several areas of research which would complement and develop the work of this thesis.

The nature of the work undertaken by lawyers could be the subject of empirical research; it would be useful to know the kinds of practice in which lawyers are engaged. This would be of value particularly to the providers of vocational education and those running simulated law offices as part of clinical education. It would also provide a base for critical teaching and research about the nature of legal work and legal workers.

The impact of student fees and the moves towards a higher education market could be studied. It would be interesting to see what attitudes students have to higher education, particularly in terms of reasons for their choice of a law degree and what they expect that degree to cover. It would be useful to know if practice elements are
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critical to students and if and to what extent liberal educational aims feature in student expectations.

The methods of law teachers, and their attitudes towards learning theory, would be an interesting area. Scholars such as Paul Maharg have carried out extensive work on pedagogy in law\textsuperscript{504} and research in law classrooms would see how far such ideas have been adopted and the reasons behind the teaching strategies used. The effects of the introduction of teaching accreditation via postgraduate teaching qualifications and Fellowship of the Higher Education Academy could be an element of such research.

The relationship between legal academics and the legal professions has often been a difficult one. It would be interesting to study how these groups see each other and how that affects attitudes towards the law degree and preferences for qualifications when graduates apply for jobs.

The issues facing lawyers and legal educators in England and Wales are also apparent in several other jurisdictions, and a comparative study would be useful in looking at how different systems are dealing with the problems.

\textsuperscript{504} Paul Maharg, \textit{Transforming legal education : learning and teaching the law in the early twenty-first century} (Ashgate, 2007); Paul Maharg, \textit{The arts and the legal academy} (Ashgate, 2013)
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